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Abstract
Invisibility cloaking has become feasible thanks to the development of metamaterials
and transformation optics. The material design usually requires inhomogeneous and
anisotropic optical properties such as permittivity and permeability or refractive in-
dex. Optical singularity is one of the principle challenge in which the properties go
to zero or infinity at certain locations in the device. This hinders implementation
of cloaking in broad frequency and demands some approximation for experimen-
tal purposes. In this work, we investigate three approaches of invisibility cloaking
whereby no optical singularity is required. They are non-Euclidean transformation
optics, transmutation of conformal mapping device, and under carpet cloaking. The
first approach is based on transformation optics using the so-called Maxwell’s fish-
eye in design. Maxwell’s fish-eye refers to a certain refractive index profile with
non-Euclidean nature. We propose transmutation of an existing conformal mapping
device as the second approach; the principle is similar to transformation optics. The
device is based on Zhukovski conformal mapping where two singularity points ini-
tially exist. Non-Euclidean structure of two kissing mirrored Maxwell’s fish-eyes are
also embedded in the design. We show that both singularity points are eliminated
at cost of slight increase in the anisotropy. These two approaches have Maxwell’s
fish-eye which implies certain conditions for the frequency of the wave. The devices
work at certain eigenmodes frequencies associated with the Maxwell’s fish-eye. We
present derivation of design and some supporting simulation works at these frequen-
cies. Lastly, under carpet cloaking works by making cloaked object under mirror
to appear flat. It has advantage as the material do not need to be inhomogeneous.
We will present the design derivation, implementation with alternating layers of
aluminum oxide and air, and comparison with experimental data with TM-mode
polarization at frequencies of 8 GHz, 10 GHz, and 12 GHz.
List of Figures
Figure 1.1 (A) Mirage formation. Air near the surface is hotter such that the
density and the refractive index is lower. At small angle of incidence, light
undergoes total internal reflection. Observer will have impression of seeing re-
flection from a water surface. Figure is taken from [1]. (B) In order to achieve
the invisibility eﬀect, the optical rays propagation inside the cloaking device
(represented by the blue sphere) is guided around the cloaked area (represented
by the yellow sphere). The final direction is equal to the initial direction. Fig-
ure is taken from [12].
Figure 1.2 Illustration of virtual space and physical space. Outside device domain
(blue circles), both spaces coincide. The red point is mapped onto the red cir-
cle, giving rise to the cloaked space. A straight propagation (yellow line) inside
the virtual space become a curved trajectory in the physical space. Figure is
taken from Refs. [2, 4].
Figure 1.3 A metamaterial structure (Left) and its unit block (Right) to implement
microwave cloak (cylindrical design). Split- ring resonator (SRR) of fraction
of a millimeter patterned on copper film of thickness ⇠10 µm. The unit block
has several tunable parameters such that electromagnetic responses (hence the
optical properties) can be tailored. Figures are taken from Ref. [9].
Figure 2.1 Illustration on the consequence of impedance-matched condition. It
gives rise to singly refractive medium. As shown in the figures above. For the
same direction of propagation, the permittivity and permeability relevant to
TE modes are "v and µh , while for TM modes, they are "h and µv. Impedance-
matched conditions, "v = µv and "h = µh, result in the same refractive index
for both polarizations as n2TE = "vµh = n
2
TM = "hµv.
Figure 2.2 Cylindrical cloak design. The transformation of coordinates is in
radial direction, the azimuth angle, ✓, is preserved. The coordinates of physi-
cal space (x, y, z ) is related to those of virtual space (x’ , y’ , z’ ) by relation
x = r x
0p
x02+y02
, y = r y
0p
x02+y02
, and z = z0. r and r0 are radius from the center





x02 + y02. Figures are taken from [12] based on [4].
Figure 2.3 Simulation with cylindrical cloak, the plane wave is propagating from
the left to the right. The right-hand scale indicates the instantaneous value of
the electric field. We remark it is oscillating in space. Most importantly, the
propagation of electromagnetic field almost unperturbed upon passage through
vi
the cloaking device inside the greater black circle.
Figure 2.4 Zhukovski mapping. The coordinates of physical space on the right fig-
ure where |x + iy|   a a is mapped onto the coordinates of virtual space on
the left figure. This makes the upper-sheet of virtual space.
Figure 2.5 Blue lines and red lines represent the optical rays propagating inside the
upper sheet and lower sheet respectively. Eaton lens implemented in the lower
sheet gives ellipse trajectory of light. As a consequence, rays traversing the
branch cut can be guided back to the upper sheet at the same initial position
and same direction.
Figure 2.6 Distribution of refractive index for profile given in Eq. 2.32. The inner
circle has radius a. The left graph represents the linear scale. The right graph
represents the logarithmic scale. We see two blue dots in the right graph where
refractive index reach zero.
Figure 2.7 Schema of Fabry-Perot cavity, the transmission is an interference of
multiple reflection. The transmission is perfect if the wavelength is resonant
to the cavity, i.e. 2' is a multiple of 2⇡.
Figure 3.1 Comparison of coordinates grid in cylindrical coordinates system (a)
and bipolar coordinates system (b). Grid in bipolar coordinates system is pa-
rameterized by two parameters, ⌧,  . Values of (⌧, ) are also given for some
points as examples.
Figure 3.2 Stereographic projection. The surface of a sphere is mapped onto
a plane cutting through the equator. Image point on the surface of the sphere
is found by drawing a line between a point (x, y) on the plane and the north
pole of the sphere. Left: simplified two-dimensional diagram. Right: three-
dimensional diagram. Domain (x2+y2) > a is mapped onto upper hemisphere
while the rest onto bottom hemisphere. As an example, in the right figure, the
red line is mapped onto a circle on the plane. Figure is taken from Ref. [42].
Figure 3.3 Parameterizing a sphere by bipolar coordinate parameters ⌧ and   ro-
tates the pole axis from z axis to x axis. The azimuthal circles become vertical
circles. Left: sphere of radius 1 with illustration of several (⌧, ) coordinate
points. Right: the corresponding Cartesian plane from stereographic projec-
tion with illustration of several (⌧, ) coordinate points.
vii
Figure 3.4 Illustration of ray propagation (yellow line) in virtual space (A) and
in physical space (B). In upper sheet, light travels in straight line. In non-
Euclidean sheet transformed onto a sphere, light travels along the greatest
circle (geodesic) of the sphere. The sphere is mapped onto area inside the
black-eyed shaped in the figure B. Relation between coordinates on the sphere
and coordinates on the physical space will be discussed further. For radius a
of the blue circle in figure B, the radius of the sphere is 4a/⇡. Figure is taken
from Ref. [12].
Figure 3.5   as function of  0.  ( 0) is a bijective and odd function.
Figure 3.6 Steps of coordinate transformation. (a) The expansion of space in  -
direction, blue circle define the device region of parameter a. The red domain is
expanded onto a complete sheet. (b) The expanded red region is non-Euclidean
sheet, whose coordinates are ( 0, ⌧). (c) The intermediate sphere which param-
eterized by z0( 0, ⌧), the polar angle, ✓ is related to the coordinate ⌧ . (d) The
transformed sphere through Mobius (conformal) transformation. We can see
that the north pole is mapped onto equator. A line of longitude ⇡ is mapped
onto a line between the point on equator to the south pole, therefore a quar-
ter of a great circle. This makes branch cut with the upper sheet, we deduce
2a = r0⇡/2. The figure (d) is the final virtual space, it is related to a certain
Maxwell fish-eye index profile.
Figure 3.7 (Left) light will not across the red line which is a quarter of a geodesic.
(Right) Branch cut is represented by the black line. Implementation of cloaked
region is done by putting mirror as shown in the right figure such that the yel-
low ray can be returned to its initial position and direction. Figure is taken
from Ref. [12].
Figure 3.8 Eigenvalues of permittivity, " , "⌧ , and "z along  , ⌧ , and z axes re-
spectively.
Figure 3.9 The eye-shape white area serves as cloaked area as depicted before in
Fig. 3.7, it must be covered by perfect mirror. However, this does not change
the properties value in other location.
Figure 3.10 Simulation results for cloaking with diﬀerent wavelengths for TE modes
of polarization. Eigenmodes wavelength with l = 10 (a), l = 10.5(b), and
l = 11 (c). When the wavelength does not correspond to any eigenmode, we
observe deformation of plane wave.
viii
Figure 4.1 Optical rays in Eaton lens (left) and transmuted Eaton lens (right).
Light rays come from the upper half, be guided to the lower half, and leave
the lenses in the opposite direction. The rays inside transmuted Eaton lens
are modified because of transmutation. Figures are taken from Ref. [15].
Figure 4.2 Light propagation in physical space (a) and virtual space (b). The green
circle has radius of a and is the branch cut connecting upper sheet and lower
sheet. This becomes a line in figure (b). The blue ray travels in direction par-
allel to the green line as reference, it does not enter the lower sheet. The pink
ray will enter the lower sheet. Lower sheet consists of two mirrored Maxwell
fish-eyes. The mirrors are indicated by red circles in figure (b). As explained in
Sec. 3.2 about cloaked area implementation in non-Euclidean transformation
optics device, the pink ray will undergo double reflection and be returned to
the upper sheet.
Figure 4.3 Refractive index distribution (in logarithmic scale) of two conformal
mapping cloaking with two kissing mirrored Maxwell’s fish-eye (a) and Eaton
lens (b) in the lower sheet. The graph show that the later one has higher upper
bound (more red area). Blue area indicates refractive index around zero. We
remark that both designs have two singularity points.
Figure 4.4 (a) Logarithmic profile of refractive index of the conformal device. Two
points are encircled as shown with two circles with radius a/2. Transmutation
is performed within these area. (b) The logarithmic value ofp"z of transmuted
device. It clearly shown the elimination of two singularity points.
Figure 4.5 Electric field distribution of the original conformal device (a), trans-
muted device (b), and approximated design (c) whereby refractive index smaller
than 0.5 is replaced with 0.5. Plane wave is initiated at incident angle 30o from
horizontal line. Transmuted device performs as well as original device while
approximated design (c) results in considerable scattering (shown by more
anomaly in the plane wave).
Figure 5.1 Virtual space and physical space of under carpet cloak. A line in virtual
space is expanded onto a triangle in physical space which becomes the cloaked
area. Orange and red lines represent ray propagation. The ray propagation
outside the device is same as if there is no cloak.
Figure 5.2 Virtual space and physical space of one dimensional cloak. A line in
virtual space is expanded onto a rhombus in physical space which becomes the
cloaked area. Dark red lines represent ray propagation.
ix
Figure 5.3 Right triangle part of under carpet cloaking; x > 0, y > 0. (Left)
Coordinate grids of virtual space seen in physical space. (Right) Presumed
anisotropic axes of material. For TE modes, pertinent parameters are permit-
tivity along z-axis (shown in green), permeability along blue lines and along
orange lines. Figure is taken from [43].
Figure 5.4 (a) Layered structure is used for creating artificial anisotropy for under
carpet cloaking. (b) Diagram of electric field and displacement vector to obtain
parameter "k. (c) Diagram of electric field and displacement vector to obtain
parameter "?. d is periodicity of the pattern and d <  .
Figure 5.5 (Left) Dependence of parameters H1/d and H1/H2 on r. (Right) Fi-
nal design of the under carpet cloak, red area filled with aluminum oxide while
the rest is filled with air. (With permission from Wang Ning)
Figure 5.6 Experimental set-up for under carpet cloak. (With permission from
Wang Ning)
Figure 5.7 Experimental data for the incident angle of 35o. The first, second, and
third row indicate the wave frequencies of 8 GHz, 10 GHz, and 12 GHz respec-
tively. The first, second and third columns indicate data with flat metal, the
cloak, and a triangle bump respectively. The data clearly show that intensity
of reflected wave from cloak is similar with that from flat metal. (With per-
mission from Wang Ning)




Invisibility cloaking can be achieved by controlling the propagation of electromag-
netic field in order to create the optical eﬀect. It has been known that inhomogeneous
refractive index can lead to optical eﬀect such as mirage. Fig. 1.1 depicts the forma-
tion of mirage. More generally, light propagation is aﬀected by electric permittivity
and magnetic permeability of the medium. These optical properties are the origin
of refractive index. They can be inhomogeneous and anisotropic. In anisotropic
material, the electromagnetic responses depend on the polarization of the light. In
this thesis, we study how to design invisibility cloaking device and to evaluate the
anisotropy and the inhomogeneity of the optical properties for implementation.
Figure 1.1: (A)Mirage formation. Air near the surface is hotter such that the density
and the refractive index is lower. At small angle of incidence, light undergoes total
internal reflection. Observer will have impression of seeing reflection from a water
surface. Figure is taken from [1]. (B) In order to achieve the invisibility eﬀect, the
optical rays propagation inside the cloaking device (represented by the blue sphere)
is guided around the cloaked area (represented by the yellow sphere). The final
direction is equal to the initial direction. Figure is taken from [2].
The origin of technical method for designing invisibility cloaking was two articles
published in journal Science in 2006. The first technique, so-called optical conformal
mapping [3], was proposed by Ulf Leonhardt from the University of St. Andrew in the
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United Kingdom. Besides, Sir John B. Pendry from Imperial College London with
his colleagues developed theory of transformation optics (TO) to achieve invisibility
cloaking [4]. These two diﬀerent approaches have led to an academic rivalry. Never-
theless, both approaches employ so-called virtual space, a theoretical artifact to help
designing the propagation of electromagnetic waves. We look for certain coordinate
mapping between the virtual space and the physical space. Techniques in diﬀerential
geometry applied to Maxwell’s equations or wave equation provide ingenious way to
deduce the material requirement, its inhomogeneity and its anisotropy.
Figure 1.2: Illustration of virtual space and physical space. Outside device domain
(blue circles), both spaces coincide. The red point is mapped onto the red circle,
giving rise to the cloaked space. A straight propagation (yellow line) inside the
virtual space become a curved trajectory in the physical space. Figure is taken from
Refs. [2, 4].
Fig. 1.2 depicts one example of mapping between virtual space and physical
space. As an example, virtual space is vacuum in which light propagates in straight
direction. The optical ray is represented by yellow line in the figure. A radial
transformation of coordinates is applied; optical ray inside the physical space is
modified accordingly. In particular, we consider expansion of a single point in virtual
space onto a finite circular area in the physical space. The ray propagation inside
the physical space is bent accordingly around the circle. The final direction of
propagation is the same as initial one. In this way, we have designed the cloaking
eﬀect but we don’t know yet the material properties to achieve such illusion. The
aim of aforementioned theories is to calculate the required optical properties. It can
have strong anisotropy and strong inhomogeneity.
Usually, material required for cloaking device is not provided by nature due to
the strong inhomogeneity of its parameters and its complicated anisotropic axes.
In addition, it can demand permittivity to be equal to permeability at all point
in device space; it is called impedance-matched condition. Such challenging imple-
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mentation problem has become more feasible thanks to development of metamate-
rials [5]. Metamaterials are subwavelength-structured materials; they are usually at
microwave scale. Subwavelength patterned structure can give rise to electromag-
netic responses with unprecedented properties. It allows subwavelength control of
light propagation [6]. Metamaterials have some features beyond those of continuous
media. In principle, the permittivity and the permeability are determined by the
scattering properties of the constituent materials. Metamaterials provide avenue for
tuning the electromagnetic properties at will. One groundbreaking achievement of
metamaterials is negative index material (NIM) [7, 8]; it requires both permittivity
and permeability to be negative to achieve NIM. However, we don’t consider NIM
in this report.
Figure 1.3: A metamaterial structure (Left) and its unit block (Right) to imple-
ment microwave cloak (cylindrical design). Split- ring resonator (SRR) of fraction
of a millimeter patterned on copper film of thickness ⇠10 µm. The unit block has
several tunable parameters such that electromagnetic responses (hence the optical
properties) can be tailored. Figures are taken from Ref. [9].
With metamaterials, it is also possible to tailor the anisotropy of permittivity
and permeability [5], both magnitude and directions. This is very important for
implementing cloaking. Fig. 1.3 shows metamaterial structure for a cloaking design
which will be discussed further in subsequent chapter. This is the first attempt to im-
plement cloaking in microwave regime [9]. The design is two dimensional. However,
there are several approximations to alleviate the design complexity. Metamaterial
cloaking design in optical wavelength was also proposed [10] but implementation in
optical regime is still considered too challenging. Metamaterial structure smaller
than the light wavelength, less than 1 µm, is extremely hard to achieve. Neverthe-
less, many laboratories in the world work on metamaterials, therefore research in
invisibility cloaking still attracts attention.
In this thesis, we deal with a hurdle for cloaking called optical singularity whereby
the refractive index or other properties is zero or infinity. It is unavoidable conse-
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quence of transformation optics when one maps a point onto a finite area. Besides,
optical singularity also present in some other functional device such as Eaton lens,
an omnidirectional retroreflector device or a mirror which can reflect light from any
direction to its opposite direction. Eaton lens was a part of first cloak design based
on optical conformal mapping [3]. Designing cloaking without optical singularity
could bring it closer to large-scale implementation [11]. Therefore, we found that
such study is meaningful.
We study three approaches of cloaking without optical singularity; one of them is
new and is part of our contribution. We started with first approach of non-Euclidean
transformation optics. It was proposed by Ulf Leonhardt in 2009 [12]. He shows that
embedding non-Euclidean device to a design based on transformation optics can lead
to cloaking without optical singularity. Non-Euclidean device is object with certain
refractive index profile. It is an essential feature of optical conformal mapping. There
are two non-Euclidean devices discussed in this work, they are Maxwell’s fish-eye and
Eaton lens. In the pioneer work, Maxwell’s fish-eye is integrated. In this work, we
study the potential of non-Euclidean transformation optics.
There’s caveat about the non-Euclidean building block, its functionality is de-
rived based on ray-approximation. When wavelength of light and the device size
are in the same order of magnitude, cloaking eﬀect suﬀers. However, it has also
been shown theoretically that aforementioned non-Euclidean devices possess eigen-
modes associated with eigenmodes frequency. When light wave is resonant to the
eigenmodes frequency, cloaking is shown to work nearly perfectly [13, 14]. As non-
Euclidean transformation optics has non-Euclidean building block in it, cloaking is
expected to work only at the eigenmodes frequencies. In this report, some support-
ing simulation work is presented to show the cloaking performance at eigenmodes
frequencies.
Another approach of eliminating optical singularity is by optical transmutation
[15]. The principle is similar with transformation optics but the coordinate transfor-
mation does not feature expansion of a single point onto a finite area. Indeed both
virtual and physical spaces occupy the same domain. Transmutation of optical sin-
gularity in Eaton lens has been shown theoretically [15] and this idea works well in
experiment [16]. Thus, we are tempted to use this approach to eliminate singularity
points inside existing cloaking design. In particular, we consider design based on
optical conformal mapping approach, called conformal mapping cloak. The design
is comprised of Zhukovski conformal mapping and two kissing mirrored Maxwell’s
fish-eyes as non-Euclidean building block [17]. It has two singularity points at the
so-called branch-cut end points resulting from the Zhukovski conformal mapping.
The refractive index around the singularity point has linear dependence in the radial
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distance such that transmutation is a feasible solution. We will present the mate-
rial design and some supporting simulation work. The simulation is performed at
the eigenmodes frequencies associated with the Maxwell’s fish-eye. The simulation
result shows that the performance of the transmuted device is as good as initial
device containing optical singularities. The result also shows that the performance
is better than that of approximated design. Therefore, the simulation work supports
our proposal.
Third approach is undercarpet cloaking. This was firstly proposed by Pendry et
al. in 2008 [18]. It does not require optical singularity by its nature. The scheme
consists of rendering a cloaked object flat. The object is hidden below a mirror such
that observer has impression of seeing a flat mirror instead of bulky mirror. Under
carpet cloaking has been implemented for many regimes of wavelengths, including
optical wavelength [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] and even visible wavelength [24, 25]. This
type of cloak does not require wave to be near to the resonant frequencies of ma-
terial such that implementation can be done for broader range of frequency. Early
proposition of under carpet cloak uses certain quasi-conformal mapping. However,
design with triangular shape and linear transformation is also possible and more
desirable to achieve cloaking with homogeneous material [26, 27]. Thus, we choose
the later design for discussion in this work. The metamaterials can be fabricated
using alternating structure of diﬀerent layered material. In particular, we consider
structure consisting of layers of aluminum oxide and air embedded in Teflon as back-
ground. In this work, we have studied such design for implementation and performed
experiment with microwave at 8 GHz, 10 GHz, and 12 GHz.
The same technique can be directly applied to achieve one-dimensional cloaking.
One-dimensional cloaking consists of collating two under carpet cloaking side by side
[28]. The principle does not change; the object will appear flat like a piece of paper.
As a consequence, observer, who views the whole cloaking set-up in direction parallel
to the sheet, will not be able to see the cloaked object. Such design has been recently
implemented by a research group at Duke University [29].
In this report, we review the principle of transformation optics and optical con-
formal mapping in Chap. 2. Some important new remarks about connection between
transformation optics and optical conformal mapping will be highlighted. In Chap.
3, non-Euclidean transformation optics is studied. The importance of eigenmodes
condition for cloaking is investigated. In Chap. 4, we present transmutation ap-
proach to eliminate optical singularity points in a Zhukovski-based cloaking design.
We will present the derivation of material design with some supporting simulation
works. In Chap. 5, we present the principle of under carpet cloaking and compare
the theory with some experimental data. Finally, the conclusions are in Chap. 6.
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Chapter 2
Theories of invisibility cloaking
We mentioned in the introduction two theories of invisibility cloaking: optical
conformal mapping (OCM) and transformation optics (TO), and we stated that both
of them use theoretical artifact called virtual space. By the end of this chapter, we
hope that reader can appreciate the use of virtual space to engineer the propagation
of rays of light. This principle is at the heart of both techniques. In this chapter, we
also would like to highlight the resemblance between the two approaches. What is
reviewed in this chapter is also useful to explain the non-Euclidean Transformation
Optics in subsequent chapter. Therefore, it is essential to explain these fundamental
principles.
Theory of transformation optics will be explained In Sec. 2.1, followed by theory
of optical conformal mapping in Sec. 2.2. For both theories, the input is a coordinate
transformation between virtual space and real physical space. For optical conformal
mapping, an additional non-Euclidean device is needed. Non-Euclidean device is an
object with certain profile of refractive index with associated functionality. For both
approaches, the outputs are optical properties of the cloaking device. For transfor-
mation optics, the optical properties are permittivity and permeability, while, for
optical conformal mapping, refractive index is the appropriate optical property.
In particular, TO-based cylindrical cloak design will be discussed in Sec. 2.1.
The simulation work associated with transverse electric (TE) mode of propagation
will be presented. It is done with software COMSOL. The steps towards the result
will be presented. This design contains optical singularity where the permittivity
or permeability tensors have infinity or zero eigenvalue in some directions. Optical
singularity is definitely an obstacle in implementation; approximation is required for
both simulation and real experiment. In addition, it is unavoidable for two or higher
dimensional cloaking and we will explain the reason.
In the last section, we propose some new idea about unification of both theories.
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2.1 Transformation Optics
Our objective in this subsection is to show the derivation of permittivity and
permeability, which is used very often in the subsequent chapters. The formalism
of transformation optics reviewed in this report uses tools of tensorial notation and
diﬀerential geometry. Ref. [2] is an excellent reference for the mathematical basics.
Reader can also refer to appendix A for quick reminder. These general relativity
tools oﬀer conciseness and elegance in the description the Maxwell’s equations. Even
though the method is developed by J. B. Pendry [4, 30], it is U. Leonhardt who
established this simplification of notation [31].
There are two important notions to know: metric tensors and transformation
matrix. Metric tensor intrinsically dictates the measure of distance (squared) or line
element. Transformation matrix relates infinitesimal displacement in physical space
with that in virtual space. Metric tensor and transformation matrix are matrices
that are written in bold characters or second order tensor in this report. Vector is
also written in bold or first order tensor.
Let’s xi0 and xi denote the coordinates in virtual space and in physical space
respectively. Unless stated otherwise, primed notation is used to describe virtual
coordinates. The matrix representations of metric tensor for physical space and
virtual space are denoted by  ij ( or  ) and gi0j0 ( or g0 ) respectively. For example,
an infinitesimal displacement dsi in physical space has line element
  dsi  2 given by  dsi  2 = dsi ijdsj = X
i,j=1,2,3
(ds)i ( )ij (ds)j . (2.1)
The indices mentioned are dummy symbols to facilitate the conciseness of writing
or summation. Nevertheless, it is important to position the indices properly, as for
the metric tensor, to describe the matrix elements, ( )ij , the tensor notation uses
non-bold character with indices in lower position,  ij . Clearly, metric tensors are
symmetric and those of Cartesian coordinates are simply identity matrix.
On the other hand, transformation matrix, ⇤, represents transformation between
the two spaces. Infinitesimal displacement in physical space (ds) and that in virtual
space (ds0) are related by transformation matrix such that ds = ⇤ds0. Implicitly
we assume that the coordinate transformation is continuous and diﬀerentiable. It
serves as input for the design. Formally, the transformation matrix follows






with (⇤)i i0 is the element at row i and column i0.
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The output desired from this approach is the permittivity and permeability ten-










Now, our objective is to demonstrate with the help of diﬀerential geometry the
following formula:







where  , g0 are the metric tensors associated with the physical space and the virtual
space respectively. Their determinants are also written as   and g0 in this report.
This formula is the most important one in transformation optics.
2.1.1 Derivation of the permittivity and the permeability for cloak-
ing
In order to derive the permittivity and the permeability tensors, we write the
Maxwell’s equations in both virtual space and physical space. Then, we transform
electromagnetic field and properties tensor in virtual space into those in physical
space coordinates. Lastly we relate these quantities to same quantities in Maxwell’s
equations of physical space.
For a vacuum virtual space the Maxwell’s equations describing the electromag-
netic fields (E , H) inside this space are8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:



























r⇥B = µ0J + µ0"0 @E@t or ✏i












where E , H are electric field and auxiliary magnetic field. B, J , and ⇢ are magnetic
field (B = µ0H), free current density and free charge density respectively.
The aforementioned Maxwell’s equations can be expressed in the physical space.
By recalling the property of vector transformation, Dk = ⇤kk0Dk0 , divergence opera-
tion U i0 ;i0 = U i;i, and curl operation, ✏ijkAk,j = ⇤ii0✏i
0j0k0Ak0,j0 with ✏ijk = ± 1pg [ijk]
and g0 = ⇤Tg⇤, the Maxwell’s equations associated with virtual space fields (E , H)
8
written in physical space coordinates are8>>>>>><>>>>>>:















r⇥ E =  @B@t or [ijk] Ek,j =  µ0
@(pggijHj)
@t ,
r⇥B = µ0J + µ0"0 @E@t or [ijk]Hk,j =
p
gJ i  xi + "0 @(pggijEj)@t .
(2.6)
Meanwhile the electromagnetic fields (E, B) inside material is given by8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
















r⇥E =  @B@t or [ijk]Ek,j =  µ0
@(p µijHj)
@t ,










where D, ", and µ are displacement vector, permittivity tensor and permeability
tensor respectively; D = "0"E, B = µ0µH.
To account for the same physics between the virtual space and physical space, it
requires
Ei = Ei and Hi = Hi. (2.8)






i) , J i(xi)pg = p jireal(xi). (2.9)
However, we deal with perfect medium; we are not concerned with free charge or
free current. It can be deduced from previous Maxwell’s equations the following
expression of permittivity and permeability tensor:





Aforementioned expression of tensors can be simplified considering g0 = ⇤Tg⇤
such that
p
g0 = pgdet⇤ and gij = g 1 = ⇤g0 1⇤T . The matrices " and µ
are expressed by tensors "ij and µij respectively. Therefore we need to lower the
second index by performing operations "ij = "ik kj , µij = µik kj . Note that the
matrices "ij , µij is not symmetric in general and its eigenvectors are not orthogonal;
nevertheless, by taking into account the vector bases, we can get the symmetric
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matrix for permittivity and permeability. We obtain







This material is called transformation media.
2.1.1.1 Properties of the permittivity and permeability, " and µ
Universal expression of the matrices. In order to get the explicit matrices,
the bases need to be known. Generally,
" = µ = "ijei ⌦ ej , (2.12)
where ei represents the vector bases. In general, they are not normalized but we




=  ij .  ij is the Kronecker delta.
The tensors can also be written " = µ = "ijei⌦ej . The matrices are 3 by 3 matrices.
Therefore, permittivity and permeability are necessarily anisotropic.
We remark that matrices " and µ must be symmetric because symmetric g0
implies symmetric "ij . The symmetric matrices guarantee the real value of the
anisotropic principle values. In addition, anisotropic directions are perpendicular to
each other.
In several cases, the principle axes of the coordinate system is the axes of
anisotropy. It is simply because we choose transformation to be along those axes.
For an example with cylindrical cloak which will be discussed in subsequent subsec-
tion, the transformation is along radial direction. As a consequence, the anisotropy is
along r , ✓ , and z directions. The permittivity can be written " = diag ("r, "✓, "z).
This renders the simplest design for desired functionality.
Isotropic and Anisotropic non-vacuum surrounding space. If the surround-
ing space is not a vacuum, in particular the surrounding material has isotropic
permittivity "0 and isotropic permeability µ0, the virtual space must be modified














If the surrounding space is anisotropic space, which is a more general case, the
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where "0 and µ0are anisotropic permittivity and permeability tensor of surrounding
space.
2.1.1.2 Impedance-matched condition
Figure 2.1: Illustration on the consequence of impedance-matched condition. It
gives rise to singly refractive medium. As shown in the figures above. For the same
direction of propagation, the permittivity and permeability relevant to TE modes are
"v and µh , while for TM modes, they are "h and µv. Impedance-matched conditions,
"v = µv and "h = µh, result in the same refractive index for both polarizations as
n2TE = "vµh = n
2
TM = "hµv.
We have remarked that permittivity is not only anisotropic but also spatially
equal to the permeability. Hence, impedance-match is necessary condition for trans-
formation optics. This leads to a very important property that the medium is singly
refractive. Fig. 2.1 depicts the origin of refractive index for transverse electric (TE)
modes and transverse magnetic (TM) modes of electromagnetic wave. It is shown
that if impedance-matched condition holds, we can associate a refractive index to a
certain direction of propagation. This is not the case for some material, for instance
birefringent crystal where it has two principle axes with diﬀerent refractive index.





= det (")·" 1 explained in Ref. [2], we can deduce









= diag ("y"z, "x"z, "x"y) . (2.15)





= det (") · " 1 for cylindri-










diag ("✓"z, "r"z, "r"✓) . We remark that for propagation along a direction eˆ, only the
permittivity and the permeability along the axes perpendicular to eˆ which matter.
Relation between singly refracting medium for ray tracing. For inhomo-
geneous, anisotropic, and impedance-matched medium, Ref. [32] provides method
for ray tracing. Ray tracing can be thought as electric field lines given equivalent
of equipotential of optical phase. Optical ray starting from an initial point can
be found given the electric permittivity, ", and magnetic permeability, µ, of the
medium, whereby " = µ. Nevertheless, the derivation requires assumption of plane
wave solutions with slowly varying coeﬃcients, appropriate for the geometric limit.
The result is similar with method provided by Leonhardt and Philbin in Ref. [2]
where the given parameter is only refractive index of medium.
Result in Ref. [32] is more general because it accounts the polarization nature
of light. It is also based on Maxwell’s equation. Indeed, impedance-matched con-
dition provides insight into the ray of light. Indeed, impedance matched condition
allows the light to have same refractive index for two diﬀerent polarizations of light
associated with the same wave vector.
On the other hand, anisotropic permittivity has six degrees of freedom in its ma-
trix, three variables of eigenvalues and three vectors of anisotropy. With anisotropic
permeability, there are twelve degrees of freedom. This gives complicated parameters
for ray tracing even for simpler case where the directions of anisotropy coincide. This
results in diﬀerence of direction of propagation for diﬀerent polarization of light, and
the ray propagation cannot be defined very well.
2.1.1.3 Invariance of energy flow quantity
Lastly, we can obtain invariance of energy flow due by coordinate transformation.
The amount of energy current density is given by the Poynting vector, which reads
E ⇥H. (2.16)
We show that the amount of energy flowing over an infinitesimal surface is invariant
by coordinates transformation. Let the surface formed by infinitesimal vector dlj
and dhk, the rate of energy flow is given by (dl⇥ dh) · (E ⇥H) or
✏jkldljdhk✏lmnEmHn. (2.17)
In virtual coordinate, this infinitesimal quantity is exactly ✏j0k0l0dlj
0dhk0✏l0m0n0Em0Hn0 .
Therefore the amount of energy flow is the same for both spaces.
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2.1.2 Cylindrical cloak
Figure 2.2: Cylindrical cloak design. The transformation of coordinates is in
radial direction, the azimuth angle, ✓, is preserved. The coordinates of physical space
(x, y, z ) is related to those of virtual space (x’ , y’ , z’ ) by relation x = r x0p
x02+y02
,
y = r y
0p
x02+y02
, and z = z0. r and r0 are radius from the center of the coordinates
in the physical and virtual space respectively, r =
p
x2 + y2 and r0 =
p
x02 + y02.
Figures are taken from [12] based on [4].
Eq. 2.4 shows us that the material required to implement cloaking is anisotropic
and expectedly inhomogeneous. In three-dimensional space, it has three eigenvalues
with corresponding anisotropic axes. Usually, we take the most natural choice trans-
formation such that the axes are along the natural axes of the coordinate system
used. For example with cylindrical coordinates, the anisotropic axes are r , ✓ ,
and z directions. A very useful parameters for implementation are permittivity or
permeability along these axes which are represented with " = diag ("r, "✓, "z).
For cylindrical cloak design, Cartesian coordinates are not the best ones to de-
scribe the transformation matrix. As for an example of cylindrical cloaking design
presented in 2.2, it would be easier to deal with cylindrical coordinates. The matri-
ces can always be transformed from one coordinates system onto another one. Let
the cylindrical coordinates of the virtual space and the physical space denoted by
(r0, ✓0, z0) and (r, ✓, z) respectively. Let a and b be the radius of inner (red) and




r0 + b , ✓ = ✓0 , z = z0. (2.18)
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The transformation matrix is simply given by
⇤ =
0B@ @r0r @✓0r @z0r@r0✓ @✓0✓ @z0✓
@r0z @✓0z @z0z
1CA =
0B@ R 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
1CA , (2.19)
with R = b ab . This matrix can be concisely written as ⇤ = diag (R, 1, 1) since
it is diagonal. The metric tensor   and g0 are simply the natural metric tensors of
cylindrical coordinates for physical and physical spaces respectively. We see
  dsi  2 =









By substituting the coordinates parameter into Eq. 2.4, we obtain the anisotropic
permittivity and permeability in cylindrical coordinates as follows:












with R = (b  a)/b.
The general tensorial form " = "ijei ⌦ ej which is equal to "rer ⌦ er + "✓e✓ ⌦
e✓ + "zez ⌦ ez. The vector bases ei or ei (associated with one-form tensor) are not
normalized; indeed, er = eˆr, e✓ = reˆ✓, and ez = eˆz where eˆi=r,✓,z are the normalised
unit vectors. One-form bases, er = eˆr, e✓ = 1r eˆ✓, and ez = eˆz. The permittivity in
terms of normalized bases is
" = "reˆr ⌦ eˆr + "✓eˆ✓ ⌦ eˆ✓ + "zeˆz ⌦ eˆz. (2.21)
This matrix can be written in Cartesian bases for simulation purposes.
One simplest way to simulate cloaking eﬀect is by emulating plane wave propa-
gating across the cloaking device. If cloak works, the plane wave should be preserved
upon passage through the device. Fig. 2.3 depicts the simulation result of cylindrical
cloak with TE-modes electromagnetic field. TE-modes correspond to electric field
along z direction. We can observe that the quality of the plane-wave is preserved as
if nothing is placed at cloak position. In the simulation, we have to approximate by
expanding the inner circle a little bit by an amount  . The radius of inner circle is
then a+  . This is done to avoid the optical singularity. We have chosen b = 1 m,
a = 0.4 m,   = 0.001 m, and the wavelength   = 0.3 m.
Imperfection in this simulation also comes from the finite element method used.
The smaller the mesh, the better the result, the longer the processing time. In order
to optimize the mesh size with limited time, finer mesh can be applied around the
optical singularity.
Ideally,  =0 but we remark divergence of permittivity when   approaches zero.
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Figure 2.3: Simulation with cylindrical cloak, the plane wave is propagating from the
left to the right. The right-hand scale indicates the instantaneous value of the electric
field. We remark it is oscillating in space. Most importantly, the propagation of
electromagnetic field almost unperturbed upon passage through the cloaking device
inside the greater black circle.
This approximation results in scattering or imperfection of the transmitted plane
wave; the smaller  , the smaller the scattering. To get some intuition, radial interval





in the virtual space.
Inside the virtual space, the plane wave will be aﬀected by disk, some of the wave
will be scattered or reflected to other directions. The detailed calculation has been
done in Ref. [33]. Quantity scattering cross section is also introduced to quantify
the relative amount of scattering [34]. This can be applied to compare performance
of cloaking from diﬀerent approaches [35].
Eikonal approximation
Eikonal approximation is one solution of reducing the complexity of material
design for cloaking. It consists of multiplying the permittivity by certain function
while dividing the permeability by the same function. By this means, a refractive
index for a certain polarization is conserved such that cloaking can be performed for
this particular polarization. This approximation has been applied for implementing
cylindrical cloak design [9]. For context of this thesis, this also helped us simplifying
the material design for under carpet cloaking; see Chapter 5.
2.1.3 Singularity problem
In cylindrical cloaking whereby a cylindrical region, r0 < b, in virtual space into
a concentric cylindrical shell, a < r < b, in physical space, we can remark optical
singularity at around circle r = a (r0 = 0). If we express the transformation matrix
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in Cartesian coordinates, we found its determinant approach infinity around that
domain. Indeed, this condition cannot be uplifted. Furthermore optical singularity
is unavoidable for 2D-cloaking, and also 3D-cloaking. Cylindrical cloaking is one
example.
The reason of optical singularity mentioned before is due to the expansion of
single point in virtual space to a finite region of cloaked area in physical space. This
can also be deduced from the expression of permittivity tensor. Using Cartesian
coordinates, the matrices of optical properties are " = µ = ⇤⇤
T
det⇤ . We see that the
determinant of the transformation matrix, det⇤, plays a role. det⇤ is the ratio of
elementary volume in physical space to that in virtual space. This reads
det⇤ =
r dr d✓ dz







Around r = a (r0 = 0), this value diverges. This is the reason why optical singularity
is unavoidable for two- and three-dimensional cloak.
2.2 Optical conformal mapping
From first article [3] and more recent works on optical conformal mapping ap-
proaches [13, 36], we identify three distinct features. Firstly, it is based on Helmholtz
equation of wave instead of a set of Maxwell’s equations. Secondly, the coordinate
mapping is conformal mapping. The conformal mapping is associated with two-
dimensional space. Thus, associated device design is two-dimensional. In addition,
the conformal mapping used usually results in multiple sheets of virtual space. In
virtual space, light can be guided from one sheet onto another. This leads to third
point, this approach contains so-called non-Euclidean device. It has certain refrac-
tive index profile that allows light entering one virtual space to form a complete
loop. Light completing the loop can re-enter the preceding virtual space such that
cloaking device can be designed. The principles will be further elaborated.
The approach uses Helmholtz equation of wave. Helmholtz equation can be
identified from Maxwell’s equations associated with certain light polarization. Let
us have the physical system to be invariant by translation in z -direction and light
propagates in x -y plane. Usually, we are interested in light wave associate with
transverse electric (TE) or transverse magnetic (TM) polarization modes. Let k be
the wave vector modulus in vacuum, ! be the wave frequency, and n be the refractive






+ n2(x, y) k2
◆
 (x, y) = 0. (2.23)
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The approach also uses conformal mapping to express the coordinate transfor-
mation. Conformal mapping is associated with complex coordinate. For physical
space coordinates, we can associate a complex value z, z = x+ i y, i =
p 1. With






+ n2(z, z⇤) k2
◆
 (z, z⇤) = 0. (2.24)
Similarly, we assign complex variable w = x0+iy0 to express virtual space coordinates.
To express the conformal transformation, variables w and z satisfy
w ⌘ w(z). (2.25)
Thus, x0(x, y) = Re [w (x+ iy)] and y0(x, y) = Im [w (x+ iy)].
The approach uses refractive index as physical parameter for implementation. In








 (w,w⇤) = 0, (2.26)
where n0 is the refractive index of virtual space material. This can be vacuum (air)
or certain non-Euclidean device profile. Then, the Helmholtz equation in physical








    2 n2 (z(w), z⇤(w⇤)) k2
!
 (z(w), z⇤(w⇤)) = 0. (2.27)




2.2.1 Design based on Zhukovski conformal mapping
Conformal mapping preserves angles between lines. Let us consider the most
used function for the approach, Zhukovski function, which reads




where a is a device parameter having dimension of length. Fig. 2.4 depicts the
mapping between a full 2D sheet of virtual space and coordinates of physical space
where |z|   a. We can see that rectangular grids in the virtual space are preserved
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Figure 2.4: Zhukovski mapping. The coordinates of physical space on the right figure
where |x+iy|   a a is mapped onto the coordinates of virtual space on the left figure.
This makes the upper-sheet of virtual space.
locally upon conformal mapping.
According to Zhukovski mapping, a line segment x0 2 [ 2a, 2a] is mapped onto
a circle of radius a. Furthermore, |z|   a in the physical space is mapped onto a full
2D- sheet of virtual space. The complementary domain of physical space, |z|  a,
is mapped onto another full 2D-sheet of virtual space. Therefore, we deduce two
sheets of virtual space, upper sheet and lower sheet, which correspond to |z|   a and










Therefore, two points, z and a2z (with |z|   a) are mapped onto the same w but
diﬀerent sheet of virtual space. Lastly, circle segment |z| = a, which is mapped onto
x0 2 [ 2a, 2a] is called the branch cut where the two virtual space sheets meet.
We have deduced that Zhukovski mapping results in two virtual sheets, upper-
sheet and lower sheet. Such concept is known as Riemann sheets [2]. These two
sheets must be connected through a line in virtual space. It can be seen that w = ±2a
in each of the virtual sheets are mapped onto z = ±a respectively. Lastly, we choose
a straight line between these points in virtual space as the branch cut to connect the
two sheets.
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2.2.2 Non-Euclidean device for optical conformal mapping
Practically, non-Euclidean device is certain profile of refractive index giving rise
to functionality. Let us have two-dimensional coordinates system. We consider in
this work three non-Euclidean profiles corresponding to some radial dependence of
refractive index, n(r), r =
p
x2 + y2:
1. Eaton lens, n(r) =
q
2R
r   1 for r 2 [0, 2R] and n(r) =1 otherwise;
2. Maxwell’s fish-eye, n(r) = 2
1+r2/r20
for all space;
3. Mirrored Maxwell’s fish-eye, n(r) = 2
1+r2/r20
for r 2 [0, r0] and n(r) = 1
otherwise.
In context of optical conformal mapping, the non-Euclidean building block is applied
inside the lower sheet of virtual space. Some light will enter the lower sheet when it
passes by the branch cut; its optical ray must return to the upper sheet at exactly
same position as it enters. And aforementioned non-Euclidean devices can do such
functionality.
Figure 2.5: Blue lines and red lines represent the optical rays propagating inside the
upper sheet and lower sheet respectively. Eaton lens implemented in the lower sheet
gives ellipse trajectory of light. As a consequence, rays traversing the branch cut can
be guided back to the upper sheet at the same initial position and same direction.





|w   2a|   1, (2.31)
for |w   2a| 2 [0, 8a] and n0 = 1 otherwise. The propagation of light rays entering
the branch cut is depicted in Fig. 2.5. Because of the Eaton lens index profile, the
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trajectory of the rays is elliptic. As ellipse is a closed continuous loop, the ray re-
enters the upper-sheet at the same direction as it enters the lower sheet. The whole
object becomes invisible, the cloaked region is the domain associated with the lower
sheet satisfying |w   2a| > 8a.
The distribution of the refractive index can be deduced as follows, by knowing
dw





   1  a2z2     , at upper sheet, |z| > a,   1  a2z2    q 8a|w(z) 2a|   1 , at upper sheet, |z| < a, (2.32)
where z = x+ iy. The plot of n(x, y) is given in Fig. 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Distribution of refractive index for profile given in Eq. 2.32. The inner
circle has radius a. The left graph represents the linear scale. The right graph
represents the logarithmic scale. We see two blue dots in the right graph where
refractive index reach zero.
Non-Euclidean device is based on some ray approximation, derivation for afore-
mentioned device can be found in Ref. [2]. The optical ray trajectory associated
with non-Euclidean index is derived based on Fermat’s principle of optical trajec-
tory; light follows the least optical path. This concept is appropriate to explain the
phenomena of reflection and refraction. Nevertheless, it cannot be applied fully in
term of wave-optics. Leonhardt asserted that optical conformal mapping device will
work perfectly in the geometric optic limit when the object size is much bigger than
the optical wavelength [3]. If we look closer, non-Euclidean profile in lower sheet
results in refractive index discontinuity at branch cut; it can lead to scattering.
Furthermore, optical conformal mapping approach has drawback due to the na-
ture of conformal mapping. The conformal mapping is applied to all point in space;
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therefore, the cloaking device takes ideally the entire universe. In order to deal
with this limitation, usually the device is approximated to a finite size, for example
a cylinder of radius 5a. However, it imposes imperfection at the boundary of the
device. As a consequence, the boundary will also scatter some light.
2.2.3 Eigenmodes of non-Euclidean device
It can be seen that the refractive index is not continuous around the branch
cut. This also results in scattering at the branch-cut which will weaken the cloaking
eﬀect. Furthermore, when the wavelength is about the same order as the device,
the wave comprises transversal wave-vector, for instance, in Gaussian laser beam
propagation. From this point of view, the branch cut does not only scatter light but
also create wavefront deformation as a part of the wave enters the lower sheet and
perform extra optical path.
However, one conceptual contribution was done by H. Chen et. al. [13]. In this
work, they have shown that the wave-deformation and scattering around the branch
cut are eliminated for certain discrete wavelengths. Substituting Eaton lens profile
(Eq. 2.31) to Helmholtz equation in virtual space (Eq. 2.26) and re-expressing the









 (r0, ✓0) = 0, (2.33)
wherer02 is the Laplacian in two dimension. In addition, two points, (a cos,±a sin)








r0 + ✓0 + 2⇡
 
. (2.34)
These partial diﬀerential equation resembles those of two-dimensional hydrogen
atom. It has stationary solutions whereby k satisfies:
8ka = 2l + 1, l = 0, 1, 2, ... . (2.35)
The solutions are called eigenmodes.
Another example of non-Euclidean device is Luneburg lens. However, discussion
of Luneburg lens is limited in this section only. Its refractive index profile is given
by




In this case, the Helmholtz equation resemble that of two-dimensional harmonic
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 (r0, ✓0) = 0. Wave vector k
must satisfy kr0 = l + 1, l = 0, 1, 2, ...
Maxwell’s fish-eye
Maxwell’s fish-eye [37] has refractive index n(r) = 2
1+r2/r20
where r is the radial
coordinate. Recently, Leonhardt and Philbin claimed that this index profile could be
used to design subwavelength imaging device [38, 39]. However, their claim receives
some criticism (see for example Ref. [40]).
We would like to find the eigenmodes or the stationary solution to the Helmholtz













 (r0, ✓0) = 0. (2.37)
One slick trick is by substituting x and y with a cot ✓2 cos  and a cot
✓
2 sin  respec-
tively. The angle ✓ and   can later be related to a certain polar angle and azimuthal
angle. It has connection to stereographic projection in Sec. 3.1. The Helmholtz


















 (✓, ) = (kr0)
2  (✓, ). (2.38)
The operator on the left is indeed 1~2 Lˆ
2 in quantum mechanics. The eigenmodes





l(l + 1). (2.39)
In addition we know that solutions for the Helmholtz equation can be obtained
from harmonic functions. An interesting remark by Leonhardt is that Maxwell’s
fish-eye of parameter r0 has non-Euclidean structure corresponding to a sphere with
radius r0 [2, 12, 42].
2.3 Connection between optical conformal mapping and
transformation optics
We have discussed two approaches for invisibility cloaking starting from their
principle, calculation of material properties, and some implementation issues. We
have seen three main diﬀerences. The first diﬀerence between the two approaches was
the basic physical principle. Transformation optics uses Maxwell’s equations of light
while optical conformal mapping uses Helmholtz equation. Indeed, Helmholtz equa-
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tion can be obtained from the Maxwell’s equations. Let us consider transverse elec-
tric (TE) polarization mode invariant with respect to z direction, E = E(x, y)eˆz.
All physical parameters are also independent of z. Let we review the Maxwell’s




















For constant permittivity and permeability, we can show that for a monochromatic










E = 0. (2.41)
We identify n2 = "µ for constant isotropic case. In order to make connection from
transformation optics to optical conformal mapping, we need at least to consider
inhomogeneous " and µ.
One feasible approach is by using Eq. 2.4 to calculate the permittivity or per-
meability based on the coordinate transformation. The conformal mapping between
























If one calculates the permittivity and permeability based on transformation optics
principle, we found following expression







Substitution to aforementioned Maxwell’s equations in Eq. 2.40 gives relation 1c2
@2E
@t2 =    dzdw    2r2E. For monochromatic wave of frequency !, we finally obtain the expected





E = 0. (2.44)
In conclusion, there is clear link between transformation optics and optical conformal
mapping in terms of physical principle and the coordinate transformation.
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Besides, there is one surprising result; the permittivity and the permeability are
not isotropic. Nevertheless, they are isotropic along x   y plane. Indeed, optical
conformal mapping is derived for two-dimensional space. Thus, the result makes
sense and anisotropy along z axis does not pose any problem. In conformal mapping,
the physical parameter is the refractive index, whereby for vacuum virtual space,
n2 =
   dwdz    2. From the permittivity and permeability relation, we can deduce the







We see that the refractive index n is
   dwdz     along x   y plane while unity along z
direction. Since the propagation of light is restricted in x   y plane, the obtained
refractive index does not have contradiction with optical conformal mapping.
Leonhardt has introduced notion of planar media [2] to account for connection
between transformation optics and optical conformal mapping. He uses TE-modes
and considers non-magnetic material. He remarks that only permittivity along z-
direction matters, therefore "zz(x, y) = n2(x, y). Indeed, this only applies to TE-
modes. Furthermore, concept of planar media cannot be fully related to transfor-
mation optics because the medium proposed is not impedance-matched. However,
our result given in Eq. 2.43 takes into account the impedance-matched requirement
and can be derived from transformation optics formula. As a consequence, we have
shown clear derivation of optical conformal mapping based on transformation optics
principle.
If we consider TE-modes, only permittivity along z-axis and permeability along
x y plane matter. Similarly, for transverse magnetic (TM) modes, only permittivity
along x  y plane and permeability along z-axis matter. From these two statements,
we have constructed planar media for both polarization modes while previous argu-
ment by Leonhardt only accounts for one polarization mode.
Optical conformal mapping has one feature called non-Euclidean device. This
element does not present in transformation optics theory. Usually, we consider non-
Euclidean device with certain functionality such as Eaton lens. Ray approximation
derivation of Eaton lens can be found in Ref. [2]. In early design of optical con-
formal mapping cloak by Leonhardt, Eaton lens serves to guide light entering lower
sheet back to upper sheet [3]. Furthermore, Leonhardt argues that refractive index
associated with non-Euclidean device can eﬀectively be equivalent to non-Euclidean
metric tensor for space [2]; it is the origin of term non-Euclidean. Non-Euclidean
metric tensor cannot be reduced to a flat space. In transformation optics point of
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view, this poses an important problem. Non-Euclidean device is embedded inside
lower Riemann sheet. At branch cut between Riemann sheets, the refractive index
is inherently discontinuous. For wave, this causes scattering, which prevent cloaking
functionality once we consider light as wave. Hence, non-Euclidean device limited
the regime where cloaking works.
Refractive index profile of non-Euclidean device is derived based on some ray
approximation. Thus the functionality in wave optics regime is questionable. How-
ever, Chen et. al show that Helmholtz equation associated with the refractive index
can possess eigenmodes solution [13]. Each eigenmode is associated with certain fre-
quency. Usually radial refractive index profile is considered. When one derives the
eigenmodes frequency, we might recall eigenmodes of harmonic oscillators or spher-
ical harmonic function. They state that cloaking at the eigenmodes frequency are
nearly perfect even though scattering at branch cut exists. For explaining this, we
can look at following analogical argument.
Analogy with Fabry-Perot cavity In order to explain cloaking performance at
eigenmodes frequencies, we can make analogy with Fabry-Perot cavity. Light has
wave nature, therefore interference eﬀect happens. Scattering occurs in the boundary
of non-Euclidean device, the transmitted wave enters the lower sheet. Some of this
wave is transmitted back to the upper sheet while some reflected back to lower sheet.
This process recurs and interference eﬀect must be taken into account. As we can
see from Fig. 2.7, multiple reflection and transmission also occurs in Fabry-Perot




1  r2e2i' , reﬀ = r
e2i'   1
1  r2e2i' , (2.46)
where 2' is the optical phase accumulated after one round in the cavity, t and r
are the transmission and reflection coeﬃcients of each beam splitter respectively.
This calculation can be found in optics book [1]. When the wavelength is reso-
nant to the cavity (i.e. 2' is multiple of 2⇡), all of light is transmitted. We also
admit certain eigenmodes solutions of the cavity. Indeed, this is the case with non-
Euclidean device. When the wavelength is resonant to the non-Euclidean device at
the lower sheet, the extra optical phase accumulated is a multiple of 2⇡ which means
constructive interference.
For cloaking with optical conformal mapping, non-resonant wavelength will result
in the extra phase accumulation other than multiple of 2⇡ upon passage through the
lower sheet. As a result, there will be wave deformation for a plane-wave passing
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through the device [41].
Figure 2.7: Schema of Fabry-Perot cavity, the transmission is an interference of
multiple reflection. The transmission is perfect if the wavelength is resonant to the






Non-Euclidean transformation optics (non-Euclidean TO) is an attempt to com-
bine element of transformation optics and non-Euclidean devices used in optical
conformal mapping approach [12]. The interest is to alleviate the stringent material
requirement in conventional transformation optics approach. In the first work pro-
posed in 2009[12], Leonhardt and Tyc have proposed implementation with Maxwell
fish-eye, a non-Euclidean device.
We have seen that optical singularity is unavoidable for the implementation of
2D cloaking and 3D cloaking. Though optical singularity is impossible in principle,
strong anisotropy can be tailored with metamaterials only around some resonant
frequencies. Here we can see that the implementation is already limited to certain
discrete frequencies.
It is claimed that the permittivity and permeability resulting from non-Euclidean
TO require no singularity. In another words, the permittivity and permeability
tensors do not have zero nor infinite value at all point. As a consequence, the
implementation of non-Euclidean transformation optics could be applied to broader
bandwidth of wavelengths.
However, there was a loophole in his work when we evaluate the non-Euclidean
TO. The non-Euclidean device was derived in the sense of geometric optic as we
have seen for optical conformal mapping approach. Therefore, non-Euclidean TO
does not mean to be perfect for wave cloaking. Indeed, in the first work mentioned
before, Leonhardt and Tyc only argue the functionality of non-Euclidean TO using
ray optics.
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The good news, Maxwell fish eye is a non-Euclidean device that admits a set of
eigenmodes. Combined with transformation optics, Leonhardt and his collaborators
have asserted that the device design in the first proposal can work for several discrete
frequencies [14].
In this work, our objective is to enlist the steps of the implementation given in
Ref. [12, 42]. This is necessary to understand the importance of each building block.
Indeed the coordinate transformation is extremely complicated. The mathematics
is challenging such that this work is overlooked. Hence, we would like to evaluate
its potential and its physics. In the end, we will show the method of calculating the
permittivity and the permeability required.
3.1 Bipolar coordinates
Bipolar coordinates are used in the first proposal of non-Euclidean TO. It is two-
dimensional coordinates system parameterized by   and ⌧ instead of (x, y) as in the
Cartesian coordinates or (r, ) as in the cylindrical coordinates. Parameter   and
⌧ domain take interval [ ⇡,⇡] and [ 1,1] respectively. Coordinates x and y are
related to ( , ⌧) through relations
x =
a sinh ⌧
cosh ⌧   cos  , y =
a sin 
cosh ⌧   cos  , (3.1)
conversely,
tan  = 2ayx2+y2 a2 , tanh ⌧ =
2ax
x2+y2+a2 . (3.2)
To give the idea about this coordinates, the grid of bipolar coordinates is de-
picted in Fig. 3.1. It shows how the coordinate grid of a two-dimensional bipolar
coordinates. Towards the end of this section, we will show their relation to the
stereographic projection and hence Maxwell fish-eye. Such discussion will help us to
understand how bipolar coordinates can be imagined more vividly.
We can show that the line element in x  y plane, dx2 + dy2, transformed onto
bipolar coordinates reads
dx2 + dy2 =
a2





The object is a two-dimensional structure, but we can add z direction; the system
is invariant along that direction. The coordinates are expressed in term of ( , ⌧, z).
In fact,  , ⌧ , and z directions make right-handed coordinates. As the line element





2 + dz2, the metric tensor for bipolar
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of coordinates grid in cylindrical coordinates system (a) and
bipolar coordinates system (b). Grid in bipolar coordinates system is parameterized
by two parameters, ⌧,  . Values of (⌧, ) are also given for some points as examples.










Stereographic is one way to gain intuition about the bipolar coordinates. It can
also be related to the Maxwell fish-eye, it helps us to imagine the trajectory of the
light ray. The stereographic projection maps the surface of a sphere, a curved surface,
onto a plane. Let the coordinates on a sphere of radius a are noted by X,Y, Z which











a  Z . (3.5)
This is achieved by mapping depicted in Fig. 3.2. From the mapping, we can deduce
directly that x = X1 Z/a , y =
Y
1 Z/a .
The inverse relations are the following
X =
2a2x
x2 + y2 + a2
, Y =
2a2y
x2 + y2 + a2
, Z = a
x2 + y2   a2
x2 + y2 + a2
. (3.6)
We have provided the detailed calculation in the Appendix D.
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Figure S1: Stereographic projection. The surface of a sphere is mapped onto a plane cutting
through the equator. The mapping is performed as follows: through each point on the surface
of the sphere a line is drawn from the north pole. The image is the point where the line in-
tersects the equatorial plane. Top: three-dimensional plot, showing that the image of a circle
on the sphere is a circle on the plane. Bottom: two-dimensional diagram of the stereographic
projection.
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Figure S1: Stereographic projection. The surface of a sphere is mapped onto a plane cutting
through the equator. The mapping is performed as follows: through each point on the surface
of the sphere a line is drawn from the north pole. The image is the point where the line in-
tersects the equatorial plane. Top: three-dimensional plot, showing that the image of a circle
on the sphere is a circle on the plane. Bottom: two-dimensional diagram of the stereographic
projection.
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Figure 3.2: Stereographic projection. The surface of a sphere is mapped onto
a plane cutting through the equator. Image point on the surface of the sphere is
found by drawing a line between a point (x, y) on the plane and the north pole
of the s here. Left: simplified two-dimensional diagram. Right: three-dimensional
diagram. Domain (x2 + y2) > a is mapped onto upper hemisphere while the rest
onto bottom hemisphere. As an example, in the right figure, the red line is mapped
onto a circle on the plane. Figure is taken from Ref. [42].
Stereographic projection of bipolar coordinates
The coordinates ( , ⌧) are related to coordinates (X,Y, Z) by relation
X = a tanh ⌧, Y = asech⌧ sin , Z = asech⌧ cos , (3.7)
with the longitude angle   2 [ ⇡,⇡] and polar parameter ⌧ 2 [ 1,1] . Fig. 3.3
depicts the mapping of bipolar coordinates grid.
Maxwell fish-eye
Conversely, we can define polar angle ✓ and azimuthal angle   on the sphere such
that X = a cos  sin ✓, Y = a sin  sin ✓, Z = a cos ✓. The (x, y) coordinates read
x = a
cos  sin ✓
1  cos ✓ = a cot
✓
2
cos , y = a
sin  sin ✓




which are already introduced in the description about the Maxwell fish-eye in Sec.
2.2.




turns out to be equal to
a2
 
d✓2 + sin2 ✓d 2
 
, (3.9)
which is equal to line element along the surface of the sphere. As a conclusion, the
index profile of Maxwell fish-eye with parameter a correspond to eﬀective refrac-
tive index 1 along the surface of the sphere. From here, we can deduce that the
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Figure 3.3: Parameterizing a sphere by bipolar coordinate parameters ⌧ and   rotates
the pole axis from z axis to x axis. The azimuthal circles become vertical circles.
Left: sphere of radius 1 with illustration of several (⌧, ) coordinate points. Right:
the corresponding Cartesian plane from stereographic projection with illustration of
several (⌧, ) coordinate points.
propagation of optical rays on the sphere must be along the greatest circle of the
sphere.
3.2 The coordinate transformations and implementation
of Maxwell fish-eye
Coordinate transformations are the input for the calculation of required mate-
rial properties. In this subsection, we will discuss the transformation between the
physical space and the virtual space.
Firstly, the physical space is expanded to two sheets of virtual space as being
done for optical conformal mapping approach. The expansion is done along the  -
direction. Initially, coordinates   belongs to interval   2 [ ⇡,⇡], which is equivalent
to one sheet. After expansion, it belongs to interval 0( ) 2 [ 2⇡, 2⇡] which is
equivalent to two sheets. We call a sheet as upper sheet and the other sheet as lower
sheet. The lower sheet is also called non-Euclidean sheet as a Maxwell fish-eye (non-
Euclidean) device is implemented there. We have learnt that propagation of light in
Maxwell fish-eye index is equivalent to that in sphere resulting from stereographic
projection. Fig. 3.4 depicts the final virtual space looks like.
Secondly, the implementation of Maxwell fish-eye in the lower branch is dis-
cussed. Light propagates in the upper sheet and it may enter the lower sheet. The
Maxwell fish-eye is placed such that the light can be guided back to the upper sheet
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of ray propagation (yellow line) in virtual space (A) and in
physical space (B). In upper sheet, light travels in straight line. In non-Euclidean
sheet transformed onto a sphere, light travels along the greatest circle (geodesic)
of the sphere. The sphere is mapped onto area inside the black-eyed shaped in the
figure B. Relation between coordinates on the sphere and coordinates on the physical
space will be discussed further. For radius a of the blue circle in figure B, the radius
of the sphere is 4a/⇡. Figure is taken from Ref. [12].
propagating in the same direction as it enter the lower sheet. Unfortunately, the
coordinate transformation is not straightforward; there are several steps involved.
We have not mentioned how the object serves as cloaking device. On the other
hand, from previous discussion, we can conclude that the object is already invisible.
Hence, we will show one solution of implementation of the cloaked region.
3.2.1 The expansion of space
The physical space whose coordinates are parameterized by ( , ⌧) will be mapped
onto virtual space, ( 0, ⌧ 0), which span two sheets. We know that   belongs to interval
[ ⇡,⇡]. One simple way to do such transformation is to expand the  -coordinates.
The virtual space coordinate,  0( ), is expanded to take interval [ 2⇡, 2⇡]. Coor-
dinate transformation is only applied along  -coordinate, hence ⌧ 0 = ⌧ . A natural
solution would be
 0 =
8<:  for | |  ⇡/2,sgn  · ⇣4 2⇡   3 | |+ ⇡⌘ for ⇡/2  | |  ⇡. (3.10)
Function  0( ) is an odd, bijective function. At  ⇡2 <   < ⇡2 , there is no
coordinate transformation. This is the region outside the cloaking device. Region
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⇡/2  | |  ⇡ becomes the device region. The inverse function,  ( 0), is
  =







for ⇡/2  | |  2⇡.
(3.11)
We remark that | 0|   ⇡ belong to the lower sheet.  ( 0 = ±⇡) = ±3⇡4 , therefore
the lower sheet corresponds to | |   3⇡/4.
Figure 3.5:   as function of  0.  ( 0) is a bijective and odd function.
For upper sheet, there will be no more coordinate transformation. ( 0, ⌧ 0) or
simply ( 0, ⌧) can be transformed into Cartesian in the upper sheet through relation






We will proceed to next discussion for the non-Euclidean sheet (3⇡/4  | |  ⇡).
3.2.2 Non-Euclidean sheet
It has been said earlier that the non-Euclidean sheet can be transformed onto a
sphere. However the relation between the sheet and the sphere is not just merely
stereographic projection. In Fig. 3.6, we summarize the steps of coordinate trans-
formation involved in the non-Euclidean TO device proposed. At the right end of
the figure is the Maxwell fish-eye in form of sphere. The branch cut of length 2a
is connected to a quarter of greatest circle in the sphere, we deduce the radius of
the sphere r0 = 4⇡a. The line element associated with this sphere, n
2dzdz⇤, can be




⌘2 = 16a2⇡2  d✓20 + sin2 ✓0d 20  . (3.13)
Now we look at the Mobius transformation between the left and the right sphere
in the Fig. 3.6. The coordinates on the sphere can be parameterized by the com-
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Figure 3.6: Steps of coordinate transformation. (a) The expansion of space in  -
direction, blue circle define the device region of parameter a. The red domain is
expanded onto a complete sheet. (b) The expanded red region is non-Euclidean sheet,
whose coordinates are ( 0, ⌧). (c) The intermediate sphere which parameterized by
z0( 0, ⌧), the polar angle, ✓ is related to the coordinate ⌧ . (d) The transformed
sphere through Mobius (conformal) transformation. We can see that the north pole
is mapped onto equator. A line of longitude ⇡ is mapped onto a line between the
point on equator to the south pole, therefore a quarter of a great circle. This makes
branch cut with the upper sheet, we deduce 2a = r0⇡/2. The figure (d) is the final
virtual space, it is related to a certain Maxwell fish-eye index profile.
plex value z (or z0)1 associated with coordinates obtained through stereographic
projection. Let us take example of sphere in figure (c), where







; X 0 + iY 0 =
2r0z0
1 + |z0|2 , Z
0 = r0
|z0|2   1
|z0|2 + 1 , (3.14)
with (X 0, Y 0, Z 0) are Cartesian coordinates on the sphere. The north pole and the
south pole are z0 = +1 and z0 = 0 respectively. In addition, points on equator
are parameterized by the longitude angle such that z0 = exp(i 0). The sphere (d) is






1  z0 . (3.15)
1The notation z and z0 as complex value associated with coordinates only pertinent in this
subsection.
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. We remark some mappings; z0 = 1 7!
z =  1, z0 = 0 7! z = 0, z0 = 1 7! z = 1, z0 =  1 7! z =  12 , ✓0 = 126.87o.
Therefore the south pole is preserved, but the north pole of sphere (c) is mapped







exp (i 0) sin ✓   (1 + cos ✓)
1  cos 0 sin ✓ , (3.16)




1 + 2 cot2 ✓2   2 cos 0 cot ✓2
!2  




The branch cut is a line connecting the upper sheet and non-Euclidean sheet. In
upper sheet it corresponds to  0 = ⇡ with ⌧ 2 [ 1,1]. In Cartesian coordinates,
this corresponds to y0 = 0 and x0 = x00 2 [ a, a] such that
x00 =
a sinh ⌧
cosh ⌧ + 1
. (3.18)
In the sphere of figure (d) in Fig. 3.6, this correspond to '0 = ⇡ with ✓0 2 [⇡2 ,⇡].












tan ✓2 + 2
2
 









We can obtain tan ✓2 = t 1+
p
t2 + 1, which gives us the following relation between








3.2.3 Designing cloaked area
The propagation of light in the sphere is along the geodesics, the great circles.
The optical rays can enter the non-Euclidean sheet through the branch cut. The
sphere touches the upper sheet at its quarter great circle. Light coming from this
segment will travel only certain quadrants of the sphere. As can be seen in Fig. 3.9,
the quarter red zigzag line on the left figure is not crossed by the light rays. Hence
only two quadrants will be travelled by the light.
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Figure 3.7: (Left) light will not across the red line which is a quarter of a geodesic.
(Right) Branch cut is represented by the black line. Implementation of cloaked
region is done by putting mirror as shown in the right figure such that the yellow
ray can be returned to its initial position and direction. Figure is taken from Ref.
[12].
If we put mirror along the greatest circle that barely touches the branch cut,
light will be reflected by the mirror. Then light will travel along another quarter
of great circle before be reflected again. At the end, light will re-travel across the
branch cut at its initial point and direction. Therefore the light can be returned to
the upper-sheet faithfully.
This method has advantage of not modifying the optical properties required. We
just need to enclose the cloaked area by mirror.
3.3 Calculation of permittivity and permeability
The calculation of permittivity and permeability is based on transformation op-
tics formula,







In the calculation we need to account for vertical coordinate z. From now on z refers
to the vertical coordinates, not a previous dummy variable z found in preceding
sections.
We have made transformation that expands the physical space. In upper sheet,
the transformation involves only flat space. However, there is non-Euclidean building
block inside the lower sheet, therefore the metric tensor associated with it must be
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modified.
One important remark about the optical properties is that the anisotropic axes
are along   , ⌧ , and z  direction. This results from the transformation matrix
and metric tensors which are always diagonal in the bipolar coordinates. We are
interested to calculate the eigenvalues of permittivity associated with each axis. The
permittivity reads
" = diag (" , "⌧ , "z) . (3.23)
Once we have the eigenvalues, simulation can be carried out with software COM-
SOL. In this software, the permittivity must be expressed in Cartesian coordinates.
Therefore we need to express the unit vector eˆ  and eˆ⌧ in term of eˆx and eˆy:
eˆ  =   sinh ⌧ sin cosh ⌧ cos  eˆx + cosh ⌧ cos  1cosh ⌧ cos  eˆy,
eˆ⌧ =
1 cosh ⌧ cos 
cosh ⌧ cos  eˆx   sinh ⌧ sin cosh ⌧ cos  eˆy,
(3.24)
The permittivity can be written as
" = "  eˆ  ⌦ eˆ  + "⌧ eˆ⌧ ⌦ eˆ⌧ + "z eˆz ⌦ eˆz. (3.25)
By knowing the relation  (x, y) and ⌧(x, y), the parameters can be loaded to simu-
lation.
3.3.1 Upper sheet domain
The coordinate transformation in the upper sheet only happen in   direction,





















1CCA = diag⇣ d d 0 , 1, 1 ⌘ , (3.26)




















Hence we deduce the permittivity in three-dimensional bipolar coordinates,














3.3.2 non-Euclidean sheet domain
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In addition the transformation matrix is the same as the one for the upper sheet.
Hence we deduce the permittivity by using Eq. (3.20) and Eq. (3.21) to express
✓ in term of ⌧ . The eigenvalues are












































and "i = µi for i =  , ⌧, z.
3.3.3 Calculation of parameters in permittivity tensor
Before we perform simulation with wave propagation, the three parameters can
be calculated numerically with software MATHEMATICA. We set size parameter of
the device, a to be 1. However the eigenvalues of permittivity are independent of
the size. Fig. 3.8 depicts the numerical results of the calculation. The numerical






Figure 3.8: Eigenvalues of permittivity, " , "⌧ , and "z along  , ⌧ , and z axes respec-
tively.
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However the numerical results have not take into account the cloaked region. As
we have discussed earlier the cloaked region can be set to fulfill
| |   3⇡
4
and ✓0 < ⇡/2, (3.32)
where ✓0 is the latitude angle in the sphere (d) in Fig. 3.6. Furthermore, we just
need to cover this domain with perfect electric conductor, which work as perfect
mirror. Therefore we have confirmed that the implementation of the mirror does not
change the permittivity and the permeability required.
Figure 3.9: The eye-shape white area serves as cloaked area as depicted before in
Fig. 3.7, it must be covered by perfect mirror. However, this does not change the
properties value in other location.
3.3.4 Simulation with TE modes
In simulation with commercial software COMSOL, we initiate a plane wave whose
electric field is along z- direction. The wave coming from the left with some inclina-
tion angle as representative example, the wavelength is then varied. From previous
discussion, the cloak is perfect when the wavelength satisfies kr0 =
p





Fig. 3.10 depicts simulation results for wave propagation through the cloaking device.





Figure 3.10: Simulation results for cloaking with diﬀerent wavelengths for TE modes
of polarization. Eigenmodes wavelength with l = 10 (a), l = 10.5(b), and l = 11 (c).
When the wavelength does not correspond to any eigenmode, we observe deformation
of plane wave. 41
The simulation results confirm that the reduction of scattering does happen
greatly for eigenmodes wavelengths. In order to get better result we have put more
mesh around the center where strong anisotropy happens. In the contrary, when the
frequency does not correspond to eigenmodes frequencies, the scattering of incoming
plane wave happens. The quality of transmitted plane wave is bad and wave cloaking
is not achieved.
For non-eigenmodes wavelength, we can see deformation of the wavefront as com-
pared with results from eigenmodes wavelengths. We have confirmed that cloaking
performance is better for eigenmodes wavelengths.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter we have reviewed non-Euclidean transformation optics. In partic-
ular, we performed study case of device proposed in the Ref. [12]. We have under-
stood how the Maxwell fish-eye index profile, the non-Euclidean building block, is
implemented in the design. The virtual space corresponding to the two-dimensional
structure can be imagined as a sheet connected to a sphere. The sphere can be
associated with a Maxwell fish-eye index profile over two-dimensional space. The
sheet touches the sphere at a quarter of a great circle. The transformation is made
possible thanks to Mobius transformation. It is shown that Mobius transformation
only alters the metric tensor by a pre-factor. The cloaked region can be implemented
inside half of the sphere by covering this region with perfect mirror.
After understanding all aspects about the transformation, we calculate the elec-
tric permittivity and magnetic permeability required. They satisfy impedance-
matched condition. In addition, the axes of anisotropy are along the  , ⌧ , and
z directions. The numerical results confirmed that the permittivity eigenvalues are
finite for all points, which means that no optical singularity required.
We also performed the simulation for several wavelengths. As the theory predicts
that the cloaking is perfect only for discrete eigenmodes wavelengths, we found the





In this chapter, we present a new approach of invisibility cloaking without opti-
cal singularity. We consider in particular conformal mapping cloak with Zhukovski
mapping resulting in two sheets of virtual space as explained in Chap. 2. This
design has at least two singularity points at the end of the branch cut between the
two sheets. We will present how the singularity points are removed thanks to optical
transmutation.
Optical transmutation is another application of concept of transformation optics.
Leonhardt firstly introduced it in 2008 [15]. In transmutation, the area after trans-
formation is the same as that before transformation, whereas in cloaking, a point
of virtual space is expanded to a cloaked area in physical space. However, some
mapping applies in transmutation. As a consequence, the optical rays are mapped
accordingly. Area with extreme refractive index is expanded more than the rest such
that the refractive index become less varying. Moreover, we look for certain mapping
such that there is no singularity point left.
The formula of transmutation is the same as transformation optics. One diﬀer-
ence is that the metric tensor is not that of vacuum space. It depends on the initial
refractive index of material. As a consequence of transformation optics, the result-
ing design certainly becomes anisotropic. However, the anisotropy is relatively slight
considering the simplification of material requirement achieved using transmutation.
The first application of optical transmutation was the elimination of singularity
inside Eaton lens. Eaton lens was introduced in Sec. 2.2, it has diverging refractive
at its center; n ⇠ r 1/2,  1/2 power dependence. It has been shown that transmu-
tation is possible for profile power dependence between  1 or higher [15]. Zhukovski
conformal mapping resulting in linear dependence of radius from the singularity
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point, n ⇠ r. Thus, transmutation should be able to solve the singularity problem.
There is already attempt to implement optical transmutation using metamateri-
als [16]. First experiment was carried out to remove singularity point of an Eaton
lens. Let us recall parameter R of Eaton lens as described in Sec. 2.2. Eaton
lens with radius R is capable of reflecting light [2] to its opposite direction from all
incoming angle; we employ term “omnidirectional retroreflector”. The experiment
has shown that transmuted Eaton lens can function as ideal Eaton lens. Therefore,
transmutation is a promising approach for eliminating singularity even though it has
cost of slight anisotropy of material design.
In order to convey our proposal, we will start with an existing calculation of
transmutation of Eaton lens in Sec. 4.1. This is necessary to give reader idea about
the theoretical procedure. In Sec. 4.2, we will elaborate our theoretical procedure
for eliminating two singularity points in conformal mapping cloak design described
in Ref. [17] with some supporting simulation works.
4.1 Transmutation of Eaton lens






where r0 is distance from its center. We remark a singularity at its center. We
use primed coordinates as initial space or virtual space while unprimed coordinates
are for the final or physical space. Refractive index modifies the metric tensor as
we consider the optical path. As the optical line element in spherical coordinate is
ds2 = n02
 
dr02 + r02d✓02 + r02 sin2 ✓0d 2
 





0 0 n02r02 sin2 ✓0
1CA . (4.2)
Natural choice of coordinate transformation will be along radial axis, thus ✓ = ✓0,
  =  0, and r ⌘ r(r0); R = drdr0 . The transformation matrix is ⇤ = diag (R, 1, 1).
The metric tensor of physical space is g = diag
 
1 , r2 , r2 sin2 ✓
 
.
Next step is to calculate the permittivity and permeability by using transforma-
tion optics formula given in Eq. 2.4. The resulting permittivity and permeability
tensors are










Our aim is such that the permittivity eigenvalues are finite for all points.
We have freedom in choosing the radial transformation. Let us have constant
parameter n0, which will be determined later. n0 satisfies n0 = n0/R with r(r0 =




























with n0 = 1 + ⇡2 .
The permittivity and permeability tensors are now





r2 , n0, n0
⌘
. (4.6)
It is now important to see the radial component of the tensors when r approaches










r!0 "rr = n0/4. (4.7)
All components are finite and singularity is eliminated. Hence, the singularity has
been eliminated. However, it needs to be compensated by anisotropy of the required
material but we can see that the anisotropy is not very extreme. We remark that at
r = 0, the direction of anisotropy is not defined, we call it topological defect.
Figure 4.1: Optical rays in Eaton lens (left) and transmuted Eaton lens (right). Light
rays come from the upper half, be guided to the lower half, and leave the lenses in
the opposite direction. The rays inside transmuted Eaton lens are modified because
of transmutation. Figures are taken from Ref. [15].
Transmutation has one limitation. It can only eliminate pointlike singularities
whose refractive index scales as ⇠ r↵ near the point, with ↵ >  1. This can be seen
from expression of "rr; we want the factor n02r02/r2 to be finite near r = 0. It must
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be the case that r ⇠ r0p with p > 0 to ensure both coordinate coincide at the center,
r(r0 = 0) = 0. Thus for n0 ⇠ r0↵ near the origin, we find condition 2↵+ 2  2p = 0.
Therefore transmutation can be done only for ↵ >  1.
Usually, implementation is done in two-dimensional media because of its sim-
plicity. We found the transmutation for two-dimensional case is not simple. If we




, we should find the parameters
" = µ = diag
⇣






. These parameters cannot be simplified eas-
ily; indeed, we did not find a way to simplify them. An approximation being made
for Eaton lens experimental attempt [16] or transmutation for broadband function-
ality [11] consists of replacing "rr, "✓✓, and "zz with "rr, "  , and "✓✓ respectively
from spherical coordinates case.
In this thesis work, we do not only propose transmutation approach for elimi-
nating optical singularity in conformal mapping cloak which is two-dimensional, but
also we provide a solution to the transmutation problem for two-dimensional case.
This will be discussed in the following section.
We have shown that optical singularity can be eliminated by means of transmuta-
tion. Optical singularity is transformed onto topological defect. As a mild drawback,
the material required becomes anisotropic.
4.2 Transmutation of Zhukovski-based cloaking device
The cloaking device uses Zhukovski mapping between virtual space and physical
space. As we have described in the Chapter 2, Zhukovski function is given by




In the lower sheet, the branch cut span [ 2a, 2a]. We have remarked from a
Zhukovski design in Chap. 2 that the refractive index at point z = ±a is zero. These
are two optical singularities we want to eliminate through method transmutation.
In this section, two mirrored Maxwell’s fish eye centered at w = 2a and w =  2a
are placed within the lower sheet instead of Eaton lens. The two Maxwell’s fish-eyes
have parameter 2a such that they are kissing each other. This design is proposed by
Wu et. al. [17].
Firstly, we will describe how is the initial profile of refractive index is obtained.
Secondly, we will explain how applying appropriate coordinate transformation does
the transmutation. Thirdly, simulation work will be shown to confirm our theory.
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4.2.1 Initial design: calculation of refractive index
Mirrored Maxwell’s fish-eye has the same index profile as Maxwell’s fish-eye
except that we replace region with index less than one with PMC (mirror). For





1+|w 2a|2/(2a)2 , for |w   2a| < 2a,
1 , otherwise.
(4.9)




1+|w+2a|2/(2a)2 , for |w + 2a| < 2a,
1 , otherwise.
(4.10)
We see that the mirror boundaries meet at a branch cut point, w = 0.
Figure 4.2: Light propagation in physical space (a) and virtual space (b). The green
circle has radius of a and is the branch cut connecting upper sheet and lower sheet.
This becomes a line in figure (b). The blue ray travels in direction parallel to the
green line as reference, it does not enter the lower sheet. The pink ray will enter the
lower sheet. Lower sheet consists of two mirrored Maxwell fish-eyes. The mirrors
are indicated by red circles in figure (b). As explained in Sec. 3.2 about cloaked
area implementation in non-Euclidean transformation optics device, the pink ray
will undergo double reflection and be returned to the upper sheet.
The index distribution in the z-space before the transmutation is
n(z) =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:




However one problem come from the fact that refractive index is zero at two
points w = ±2a or z = ±a. As we can see, for z = ±a, the factor
   1  a2z2     becomes
zero, and hence the refractive index is zero. This design has some advantage com-
pared with design with Eaton lens. They showed that the upper bound requirement
of refractive index could be lowered to 12.9 instead of 35.9 as we have calculated in
the Sec. 2.2.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: Refractive index distribution (in logarithmic scale) of two conformal
mapping cloaking with two kissing mirrored Maxwell’s fish-eye (a) and Eaton lens
(b) in the lower sheet. The graph show that the later one has higher upper bound
(more red area). Blue area indicates refractive index around zero. We remark that
both designs have two singularity points.
4.2.2 Transmutation method
We replace previous notation of z and n with z0 and n0 respectively to indicate
that it’s the new virtual space. We will call this space as the new virtual space for
optical transmutation operation.
Let us firstly consider singularity point at z0 = +a. Let (r0, ✓0, z0) be cylindrical
coordinates around that point. The associated metric tensor, g0(r), is obtained




+ dz02. The matrix
representation in cylindrical coordinates is given by
g0 = diag
 
n02(r0, ✓) , n02(r0, ✓)r02 , 1
 
, (4.12)
where r0 = |z0   2a| and tan ✓ = Im[z0 2a]Re[z0 2a] .
The transmuted space is obtained through radial coordinate transformation. Its
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coordinates are denoted by (r, ✓, z) as follows:
r ⌘ r(r0) , ✓ = ✓0 , z = z0. (4.13)





, 1 , 1
◆
. (4.14)
Following the method of transformation optics, the permittivity and the perme-
ability follow







with   be the metric tensor of the transmuted, physical, space;   = diag
 
1 , r2 , 1
 
.
Hence, we arrive at final expression,


















One way to get simple material requirement is to let both "r and "✓ constant.







such that r() = . Therefore,  define the radius of transmuted medium.
It is easy to see that




Also, the permittivity along z-axis is given by






We require n02 r0r
dr0
dr is finite around r
0 = 0. Around r0 ⇠ 0, n0 ⇠ r0, hence, p = 2 is
the only possible solution. We set  = a/2.
In this paper, we use this approach to solve the singularities problem emerged
from Zhukovski transform, where the index distribution around the singularities is
not spherically symmetric. Numerical simulation is performed to verify the func-
tionality of the transmuted conformal cloak.
We see that only permittivity or permeability along z-direction is inhomogeneous.
Those along local radial and tangential direction are constant. This gives additional
advantage of such design, as we only need to tailor inhomogeneity in z-direction.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: (a) Logarithmic profile of refractive index of the conformal device. Two
points are encircled as shown with two circles with radius a/2. Transmutation is
performed within these area. (b) The logarithmic value of p"z of transmuted device.
It clearly shown the elimination of two singularity points.
For TE modes, the parameters for implementation are "z, µr, and µ✓ while, for
TM modes, the parameters are µz, "r, and "✓. Inhomogeneity of only permittivity
or permeability is suﬃcient for cloaking in one polarization.
Alternative derivation
Here we present another method conforming to transformation optics whereby
virtual space is anisotropic and inhomogeneous. We pose the permittivity in cylin-
drical coordinates system as follows:
"0 = diag
 
1 , 1 , n02(r0, ✓)
 
. (4.20)








whereby g0 is the metric tensor of cylindrical coordinates system, g0 = diag
 
1 , r02 , 1
 
.
The transformation matrix is given by diagonal matrix ⇤ = diag
⇣
dr
dr0 , 1 , 1
⌘
. We





















This is because we have employed the generalized planar media as discussed in Sec.
2.3.
For p > 0, and n0 ⇠ r0↵ near r0 = 0, we see that r0r dr
0
dr n
02(r0) ⇠ r02 2p+2↵. Hence,
we find same condition for transmutation to apply, ↵ >  1. Since ↵ = 1/2, we
expect that transmutation is feasible solution for removing singularity points.
4.2.3 Simulation work
The two kissing mirrored Maxwell’s fish-eyes embedded in the design have non-
Euclidean nature. We have seen in previous chapters that Maxwell’s fish-eye pos-
sesses eigenmodes wavelengths,   = 4⇡ap
l(l+1)
for l = 1, 2, 3, ..., whereby cloaking can
work. Therefore it is necessary to perform simulation work with software COMSOL
at aforementioned wavelengths. We have chosen TE modes of wave.
In order to show the success of the approach, we simulate the propagation of
a plane wave with wavelength corresponding to l = 4 and with incident angle 30o
from horizontal line. The more anomalies happen to the plane wave, the more
scattering presents due to device imperfectness or limitation in simulation capacity.
We compare the result between simulation of initial device possessing two singularity
points and transmuted device. We found that their performances are very similar,
and it suggests the promise of transmutation approach. To convince us further,
we also compare the simulations with approximated design whereby the refractive
index less than 0.8 is replaced with 0.8. Such approximation solution is considered
simple, but it performs worse than solution by transmutation approach. All results





Figure 4.5: Electric field distribution of the original conformal device (a), transmuted
device (b), and approximated design (c) whereby refractive index smaller than 0.5 is
replaced with 0.5. Plane wave is initiated at incident angle 30o from horizontal line.
Transmuted device performs as well as original device while approximated design (c)
results in considerable scattering (shown by more anomaly in the plane wave).
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Summary
We have shown the procedure to eliminate two singularity points in a Zhukovski
mapping cloaking device. As a drawback, there is slight increase in material anisotropy.
However, cloaking design without singularity will be promising for application as it
is easier to fabricate.
Our design has also advantage being planar media for both transverse electric
(TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) modes. This has not been achieved by previous
transmutation method that only applies for three dimensional case.
However, transmutation procedure presented here cannot be applied to all class
of optical singularity. The refractive index around singularity points in initial device
varies as ⇠ r with radius from singularity points. For strong singularity point,
for instance, whereby refractive index vary as r 2 around the singularity point.
Transmutation method is not suitable solution. Also, transmutation can only be
applied to pointlike optical singularities. Singularities in cylindrical cloak device




In principle, under carpet cloaking works by giving flat appearance of the cloaked
object. The object is furthermore placed under mirror. As a consequence, an ob-
server sees flat mirror, and the object is then cloaked. It is firstly introduced in
2008 [18]. However, we are interested in under carpet cloak with particularly linear
coordinate transformation [26].
The schematic diagram for under carpet cloak is depicted in Fig. 5.1. We can
assume system invariance in z-direction. A triangle inside virtual space is mapped
onto a truncated triangle in physical space. The hole becomes the cloaked area.
Optical ray entering the device area will be refracted and reflected back accordingly
such that it leaves the device as if a flat mirror reflects it.
Figure 5.1: Virtual space and physical space of under carpet cloak. A line in virtual
space is expanded onto a triangle in physical space which becomes the cloaked area.
Orange and red lines represent ray propagation. The ray propagation outside the
device is same as if there is no cloak.
Under carpet cloaking has several advantages. The coordinate transformation
can be linear. The triangle can be split into two symmetric triangles whereby we
apply linear transformation on each of them. This results in homogeneous transfor-
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mation and homogeneous material requirement. However, anisotropy still exist but
there is no optical singularity. Anisotropic homogeneous material can be found in
nature. Therefore, the implementation of under carpet cloak becomes relatively very
simple.
Another similar design is one-dimensional cloaking [28]. It consists of two collated
under carpet cloaks put side by side. The nature of coordinate transformation is
same as under carpet cloaking, so does the material design. The object is rendered
flat such that the object is hidden from horizontal view. However, cloaking does
not work if observation angle is not parallel to the horizontal axis. The schematic
diagram is depicted in Fig. 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Virtual space and physical space of one dimensional cloak. A line in vir-
tual space is expanded onto a rhombus in physical space which becomes the cloaked
area. Dark red lines represent ray propagation.
In this chapter, we present study on cloaking under carpet and one-dimensional
cloaking. We also have experimental data for cloaking under carpet at microwave
regime. My contribution is mainly on the theoretical study. The metamaterial
structure for this cloaking can be built using layered isotropic materials. We use
alternating layer of aluminum oxide and air to achieve desired eﬀective anisotropic
metamaterials for cloaking. The experiment has been carried out at frequency 8
GHz, 10 GHz, and 12 GHz.
In the first section we will explain derivation of required material properties and
how the specific anisotropic structure can be obtained.
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Figure 5.3: Right triangle part of under carpet cloaking; x > 0, y > 0. (Left) Co-
ordinate grids of virtual space seen in physical space. (Right) Presumed anisotropic
axes of material. For TE modes, pertinent parameters are permittivity along z-axis
(shown in green), permeability along blue lines and along orange lines. Figure is
taken from [43].
5.1 Derivation of material design and metamaterial struc-
ture
Fig. 5.3 depicts the coordinates transformation and final anisotropic directions of
under carpet cloaking. Cartesian coordinates are used, (x0, y0, z0) and (x, y, z) denote
coordinates of virtual space and physical space respectively. Cloaking design consist
of mapping a triangle with base 2d and height H2 in x0   y0 plane onto a truncated
triangle in the physical space. The truncated triangle has also base 2d and height
H2, however it also has cavity on of base 2d and height H1 as shown in the Fig. 5.3.
The transformation is linear.
Fig. 5.3 depicts right side of design where sgn(x0) = +1. In general, the mapping
is given below
x = x0,






The cloak is symmetric with respect to plane x = 0. The transformation matrix
associated with such transformation is
⇤ =




Since we use Cartesian coordinates, all of the metric tensors are identity matrices.
The permittivity and permeability are given by





















It can be seen that the optical properties are homogeneous on each quadrant. They
have three axes of anisotropy with finite eigenvalue.
Analysis of eigenvalue and eigenvector
It can be seen from the matrix expression of permittivity that z-direction is one of
anisotropic axes. As the three axes are perpendicular to each other, we are interested
in other two axes lying in x  y plane. We firstly write the projected matrix in x  y
coordinates (without loss of generality, let us consider x > 0)






















A sin 2✓ =
H1
d















Decomposing such matrix into Pauli matrices help us to determine easily the
other two eigenvectors, ~v1,~v2, with corresponding eigenvalues  1,  2. The complete
list is given below
•  1 = H2H2 H1 (1 A cos 2✓ +A) with ~v1 = (cos ✓,  sin ✓, 0)
T ,
•  2 = H2H2 H1 (1 A cos 2✓  A) with ~v2 = (sin ✓, cos ✓, 0)
T ,
•  3 = H2H2 H1 with ~v3 = (0, 0, 1)
T .
Vectors ~v1,~v2 are indeed obtainable by rotating eˆx, eˆy by the angle ✓ with respect
to z axis.
For experimental work, we choose to work with TM mode. It has certain advan-
tage of further simplification. It is possible to apply so-called eikonal approximation
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such that magnetic material is not required [24]. Hence, the design has µ = 1. Fur-
thermore we have chosen Teflon as outer medium. It has permittivity "b, thus factor
"b must be integrated to the "x y. The parameters pertinent to TM -mode are µz,
"x y. As we have µz = 1, the projected matrix in x y coordinates must be rescaled
accordingly in order to keep the refractive index along the x  y plane, hence
"x y = "b ·  3 · ["]x y . (5.5)
We see that the axes of anisotropy are preserved, let’s "// and "? are the new












(1 A cos 2✓  A) .
In the implementation, structure consists of alternating layer of aluminum oxide and
air is fabricated to give the aforementioned anisotropy.
Figure 5.4: (a) Layered structure is used for creating artificial anisotropy for under
carpet cloaking. (b) Diagram of electric field and displacement vector to obtain pa-
rameter "k. (c) Diagram of electric field and displacement vector to obtain parameter
"?. d is periodicity of the pattern and d <  .
Metamaterial by alternating layer of aluminum oxide and air
We consider alternating layers of aluminum oxide and air. They have isotropic
dielectric constant "1 and "2 respectively, where "1 = 9.8 and "2 = 1. The normal
direction of the layer is ~v2. We will show that the eﬀective anisotropic constant
derived based on eﬀective medium theory is given by
"k = r"1 + (1  r)"2,
"? = "1"2r"2+(1 r)"1 ,
(5.6)
where r is the filling factor of the aluminum oxide with dielectric constant "1.
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Ref. [44] gives some basic of eﬀective medium theory. We are going to give brief
derivation of parameters "k and "? as a function of "1, "2, and the filling factor r.


























In diagram about "k, in-plane component of electric field is continuous, E(1) =
E(2) = E¯k. The displacement vector must be averaged over surface perpendicular
to in-plane direction; we obtain D¯// = 1d·l
 
D(1)rd · l +D(2)(1  r)d · l  with l is
arbitrary. Hence, we obtain "k = r"1 + (1  r)"2.
In diagram about "?, normal component of displacement vector is continu-
ous, D(1) = D(2) = D¯?. The electric field must be averaged over line along the
normal direction; we obtain E¯? = 1d
 
E(1)rd+ E(2)(1  r)d . Hence, we obtain
"? = D¯?rD¯?/"1+(1 r)D¯?/"2 =
"1"2
r"2+(1 r)"1 .












= 1  "bp"k"? .
(5.9)
We require "b"k < 1,
"b





< 1 to ensure both variables H1/d and H1/H2
to be real positive value. We conclude that "? < "b < "k. Besides we can see also
that "2 < "? < "k < "1. Necessarily, the background media must have a permittivity
somewhere between the aluminum oxide and air, thus
"2 < "? < "b < "k < "1. (5.10)
The Teflon has permittivity "b = 2.1, which is the case.
Fig. 5.5 indicate dependence of parameters H1/d and H1/H2 on r. We have
both H1 and d equal to 100 mm. This requires H1/d and H1/H2 to be equal. We
found that it corresponds to H1 = 32.4 mm with r = 0.5.
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Figure 5.5: (Left) Dependence of parameters H1/d and H1/H2 on r. (Right) Final
design of the under carpet cloak, red area filled with aluminum oxide while the rest
is filled with air. (With permission from Wang Ning)
5.2 Experimental work
Figure 5.6: Experimental set-up for under carpet cloak. (With permission from
Wang Ning)
Fig. 5.6 depicts the experimental set-up for under carpet cloak. The experiment
was part of PhD thesis of Wang Ning, one PhD colleague in CSMM. The experiment
is performed in Tamasek Lab @ NUS. Microwave emitter is applied at an incidence
angle from normal direction. Plane wave is emitted and scattered by the sample.
We measure the intensity of the scattered wave at reflection angle ranging from 25o
to 90o. In order to evaluate the cloaking performance, we compare the result with
scattering by flat metal (mirror) and by a triangle bump.
The experimental parameters, incidence angle and microwave frequency, are var-
ied. We choose incident angle of 35o, 45o, and 55o. The frequencies are 8 GHz, 10
GHz, and 12 GHz. Fig. 5.7 depicts the experimental results for the incident angle
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of 35o. We can see from the figures that the intensity of reflected wave from cloak is
similar to that of metal. Conversely, the intensity of reflected wave from cloak has
distinct profile compared with that from triangle bump.
Figure 5.7: Experimental data for the incident angle of 35o. The first, second, and
third row indicate the wave frequencies of 8 GHz, 10 GHz, and 12 GHz respectively.
The first, second and third columns indicate data with flat metal, the cloak, and a
triangle bump respectively. The data clearly show that intensity of reflected wave
from cloak is similar with that from flat metal. (With permission from Wang Ning)
5.3 One-dimensional cloak
We can also consider one-dimensional cloak where a rhombus is transformed into
a line in virtual space. Fig. 5.8 depicts the simulation result for one-dimensional
cloaking. Indeed, as the material requirement is similar to under carpet cloak-
ing. The experiment has been performed recently by researcher at Duke University
whereby there is no eikonal approximation applied [29, 43].
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Figure 5.8: Simulation with TE-modes for one-dimensional cloaking.
5.4 Conclusion
Cloaking under carpet does not require optical singularity due to its nature of co-
ordinate transformation. The transformation matrix is uniform over each quadrant,
so does the material anisotropy. The cloaking can then more easily fabricated than
other cloaking design because we can get rid of the inhomogeneity requirement. The-
oretical derivation has been well understood and some supporting simulation works
have been carried out.
As group work with PhD colleague Wang Ning, we implement under carpet
cloak with alternating layered structure of aluminum oxide and air. The design is
embedded in Teflon that has permittivity value between those of the two materials’;
this is done as suggested by the theory. Experiment has also been carried out for wide
range of frequency and several angles of incidence. One advantage of our experiment
is that the cloaked area is quite big compared to the whole cloaking device, it covers




In this work, we have explored the principle of invisibility cloaking in general.
Two theories, transformation optics and optical conformal mapping, have been care-
fully assessed. We compared the strength and the weakness of both approaches.
This method helps for investigating non-Euclidean transformation optics. We also
pointed out that the main diﬀerence between the two approaches lies in the nature
of non-Euclidean building block in the optical conformal mapping approach. Beside
this, there is no fundamental diﬀerence between both theories. The understanding
leads us to propose a new method of constructing optical conformal mapping based
on transformation optics and to generalize concept of planar media. This under-
standing has given us sense of unification of the two apparently diﬀerent theories.
The material design we proposed will also help us to develop device design in chapter
4 on transmutation.
Subsequently, we looked at the potential of non-Euclidean transformation optics.
Device design provided in Ref. [12] is reviewed. The material design has been un-
derstood and derived. The design is based on transformation of coordinates, which
are expressed using bipolar coordinates. The design is two-dimensional but can be
extended to three-dimensional. We have shown that such design can alleviate strin-
gent requirement of optical singularity imposed by transformation optics approach
for cloaking. On the other hand, non-Euclidean transformation optics have non-
Euclidean building block; a Maxwell fish-eye is embedded in the proposed design.
The design imposes certain condition for frequency of the wave. The non-Euclidean
profile admits some stationary solutions called eigenmodes. The wave must be reso-
nant to these eigenmodes frequency in order for cloak to work well. Our simulation
works has supported this hypothesis. At resonant frequencies, the performance is
good, whereas at non-resonant frequencies, the performance is bad. The poor per-
formance can be seen from amount of deformation of the incident plane wave.
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Another approach of alleviating the stringent requirement of optical singularity
is by optical transmutation. We have proposed solution to optical singularity for a
cloaking design based on optical conformal mapping approach. The device design
consists of two kissing Maxwell’s fish-eye. The device also has two singularity points
at the branch-cut end points; they are due to the coordinate transformation based
on Zhukovski conformal mapping. Theoretically, the linear radial dependent of re-
fractive index around the singularity points suggests that transmutation is feasible.
Material design for of the transmuted device is presented and simulation is carried
out. In order to show that the design works, we perform simulation at the eigenmodes
frequency associated with the Maxwell’s fish-eye. The simulation result shows that
the performance of the transmuted device is as good as that with optical singularity.
In real implementation, the singularity must be approximated. The simulation also
shows that the performance is better than that of approximated design. Hence, we
have shown the solution to the optical singularity problem for the aforementioned
design.
Lastly, we have reviewed under carpet cloaking. Cloaking is achieving by making
optical eﬀect; the object become flat and is placed under a mirror. The transfor-
mation of coordinate between virtual space and physical space is linear such that
the resulting material is anisotropic but homogeneous. Not only there is no optical
singularity, but also the material design is simple. It is even possible to find natural
material for implement the cloak.
We also present a way of tailoring anisotropy by fabricating alternating layer of
Aluminum Oxide and air. Even though these two materials are isotropic, alternat-
ing layer structure with subwavelength periodicity gives rise to eﬀective anisotropic
according to eﬀective medium theory. Furthermore, magnetic requirement can be
uplifted for experiment with TM polarization modes by scaling the permeability.
As a consequence, electric permittivity must be rescaled accordingly. The experi-
ment has been performed by our colleague and the result of such cloaking design
with alternating two diﬀerent medium is encouraging. The experiment has been
performed for various angles and diﬀerent microwave frequencies.
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Basic notions in diﬀerential
geometry
In this appedix chapter, we will try to briefly review the elementary diﬀerential
geometry. To illustrate more clearly the concepts, we take an example of cylindrical
coordinates.
A.1 Elements of diﬀerential geometry
A.1.1 Coordinate transformations
A coordinate transformation map points in one coordinate system onto another
coordinate system. In this thesis, we consider only regular and continuous mapping.
We also consider the coordinate system to be three dimensional whose coordinate
position can be denoted by xi, where the dummy-index i can take value of 1, 2 ,or
3. In Cartesian coordinates system, x1, x2, and x3 represents x, y, and z positions
respectively. As an example in most undergraduate course, coordinate transforma-
tion between Cartesian coordinates, {xi} = {x, y, z}, and Cylindrical coordinates,
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To represent infinitesimal change in one coordinate system in another coordinate
system, we define a second-rank tensor, a matrix. It can be represented by two-
indices tensor, ⇤ii0 , or a bold character, ⇤, which means mathematically @x
i
@xi0 , a





















which show the transformation of infinitesimal distance between two coordinate sys-
tems. For an example with Cylindrical coordinates, {xi0} = {r,  , z}, the transfor-






















0B@ cos   r sin  0sin  r cos  0
0 0 1
1CA . (A.4)
Inverse of transformation matrices. As transformation matrix ⇤ii0 relates in-
finitesimal change in {xi} coordinate to that in {xi0} coordinate. Transformation
matrix ⇤i0 i which must be the inverse of the matrix ⇤ii0 . Consequently, we deduce
⇤ii0⇤i
0





where  ij and  i
0
j0 are the Kronecker delta, hence the identity matrix.
Remark on relation between transformation matrices and rotation matri-
ces. The transformation matrices between two Cartesian coordinates are necessar-
ily rotation matrices. However, as shown by our example with cylindrical coordinate,
transformation matrices do not always need to be rotation matices. Nevertheless,
we can decompose the transformation matrix, ⇤ = R ·G, with G = diag (1, r, 1) a
diagonal matrix with the indicated values of diagonal elements. We can deduce that
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R is a rotation matrix. Indeed this procedure is simply normalization of vector unit
such that the rotation matrix become transformation between vector units. But, at
r = 0, tangential unit vector is not defined, therefore such rotation does not apply
there. In conclusion, we can interprete a transformation matrix as a generalisation
of rotation matrix between two coordinates.
A.1.2 The metric tensor
The metric tensor is used to calculate the square of an infinitesimal distance ds
between one point xi and another point xi + dxi. In Cartesian coordinate system,
this can be written as






where  ij is the Kronecker delta which is eﬀectively three-dimensional identity ma-
trix. Therefore  ij is the metric tensor of Cartesian coordinates. More generally,
a metric tensor gij of a coordinate {xi} is defined such that the square of an in-
finitesimal distance, ds2, between one point xi and another point xi + dxi is given
by gijdxidxj . ds2 is then called the line element.
We take an example with Cylindrical coordinate system in order to illustrate how
to find a metric tensor associated with a coordinate system, {xi0}, based on Cartesian




0 , we can define the matrix gi0j0 or g0 as  ij⇤ii0⇤jj0 .
More generally, for coordinate {xi} to be arbitrary with metric tensor g or gij , the
metric tensor gi0j0 takes form gi0j0 = gij⇤ii0⇤jj0 . It also can be written:
g0 = ⇤Tg⇤ (matrix equation). (A.7)
Return to our example, the metric tensor g0 of cylindrical coordinates is
g0 = ⇤T⇤ =
0B@ 1 0 00 r2 0
0 0 1
1CA ⇣xi0 cylindrical⌘ . (A.8)
Lastly, by knowing that Cartesian coordinates is symmetric, we can deduce from
matrix equation that any metric tensor should be symmetric, gij = gji.
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A.1.3 Vector and bases
In tensorial notation, we can represent a vectorV by V i where the index gives the
value for each component. Any vector can also be transformed from one coordinate
{xi} onto another coordinate {xi0} by applying the proper transformation matrix.





iV i , V i = ⇤ii0V i
0
. (A.9)
The components of a vector field become much more intuitive if the triad of
basis vector fields at each point to which the components refer is specified. Shortly
a vector (or a vector field) can be written as:
V = V iei, (A.10)
where ei is the basis vector (or vector field). Indeed, the vector can be expressed in
any coordinate, V = V iei = ⇤ii0V i
0






In Cartesian coordinantes xi = {x, y, z}, the basis vector are simply the unit
vector {ˆi, jˆ, kˆ} for {x, y, z} components respectively. In more formal way, it is
written:
{ˆi, jˆ, kˆ} = {ex, ey, ez} = ei (xi Cartesian). (A.12)
This case shows that the basis vector has modulus of one, i.e. unit vector. However,
the bases ei does not always need to be normalised. As an example, the bases for
cylindrical coordinates system ei = {er, e✓, ez} is {rˆ, r✓ˆ, kˆ}, where {rˆ, ✓ˆ, kˆ} are
the normalised unit vector.
Following the usual way of finding vector modulus, starting from its square,
|V|2 = V ·V = gijV iV j = gi0j0V i0V j0 , (A.13)
we deduce the metric tensor in term of scalar product of two basis vectors,
ei · ej = gij . (A.14)
Let us generalised the dot-product from the calculation of vector modulus,
U ·V = ei · ej U iV j = gijU iV j = gi0j0V i0V j0 . (A.15)
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Basis of cylindical coordinates. Given rˆ,  ˆ, and zˆ are the unit vectors in
cylindrical coordinates, it can be deduced that the basis for cylindrical coordinates





, such that ds2 = dr2 + r2d 2 + dz2 . We can see the dot
product e  · e  gives the factor r2 in the second diagonal element.
A.1.4 One-forms and general tensors
One feature associated with tensors is notion of a covariant vector or one-form,




The transformation rule for Vi is
Vi0 = gi0j0V
j0 = ⇤ii0gijV
j = ⇤ii0Vi. (A.17)
The metric tensor can also be defined for covariant vector, noted gij ; it is called








j = V k. (A.19)
Following previous reasoning, we introduce the one-form basis !i such that for
an associated vector V˜, it has expansion
V˜ = Vi!
i. (A.20)







The motivation behind one-form is that vectors or vector fields could have dif-
ferent nature. Several vectors such as velocity and acceleration are naturally repre-
sented as contravariant vectors. However, electromagnetic vector fields are examples
of vectors which are more naturally represented in one-form basis.
The scalar products of two vector V and U can be written in either of these
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forms,
V ·U = gijV iU j = ViU i = V iUi = Vi0U i0 = V i0Ui0 . (A.22)
Lastly, we re-introduce the notion of tensor in generality. We follow notions
as given in Ref. [2]. Tensors can have any number of indices, in upper and lower
positions. Take an example of a four-index tensor Rijkl,
• The transformation to another coordinate is done through coordinate trans-
formations, Ri0j0k0l0 = ⇤i
0
i⇤jj0⇤kk0⇤ll0Rijkl. The order does not matter.
• The indices can be lowered or raised, for examples Rijkl = gimRmjkl and
Rijkl = gkmRijml.
• The basis is given such that for the example R = Rijklei ⌦ !j ⌦ !k ⌦ !l.
A.1.5 Vector products and the Levi-Civita tensor
This subsection is dedicated to definition of vector product as an operation
among tensors. Vector cross product, V ⇥ U, has antisymmetry property, i.e.
V ⇥U = U⇥V. In Cartesian coordinate, it is written V ⇥U = [ijk]V jUk, with
[ijk] a permutation symbol which is completely antisymmetric; [ijk] takes value
[ijk] =
8>>><>>>:
+1 , if ijk is an even permutation of 123,
 1 , if ijk is an odd permutation of 123,
0 , otherwise.
(A.23)
Based on this permutation entity, Levi-Civita tensor is defined as a tensor whose
components in Cartesian coordinate system are given by
✏ijk = [ijk] (x
i right-handed Cartesian), (A.24)
such that in general a tensor cross-product (V ⇥U)i can be expressed as ✏ijkV jUk.
It is then desirable to express this for any coordinate. Following the transformation







k0 [ijk] = det⇤ [i
0j0k0] (xi right-handed Cartesian), (A.25)
where ⇤ denotes the transformation matrix ⇤ii0 . By knowing that g0 = detg0 =
det⇤ ·detg ·det⇤T , we have det⇤ = ±pg0 if xi is right-handed Cartesian coordinate.
The sign depends on whether the transformation matrix modifies the righthanded-
ness of the coordinates. If xi is right-handed, then the sign reveals sign (det⇤).
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Therefore, we obtain the Levi-Civita tensor for any arbitrary coordinate,
✏ijk = ±pg[ijk], (A.26)
with the sign is +1 for right-handed coordinates and  1 for left-handed coordinates.
Levi-Civita tensor is actually a pseudo-tensors, but the indices still can be lowered
or raised. It is deduced that




The vector products in an arbitrary coordinate can then be written as
V ⇥U = ✏ijkVjUkei. (A.28)
And the position of indices can be varied
(V ⇥U)i = ✏ijkVjUk = ✏ijkVjUk = ✏ijkV jUk. (A.29)





m   gimgj l =  il jm    im j l. (A.30)
It can be deduced from this formula,
[A⇥ (B⇥C)]i = Bi (A ·C)  Ci (A ·B) , (A.31)
generalised form of vector algebra A⇥ (B⇥C) = B (A ·C) C (A ·B).
A.1.6 The covariant derivative of a vector
Vector calculus involves two examples of derivative: derivative of a scalar field
and derivative of a vector field. For a scalar field  , which is a function of coordinate
points xi in space, the partial derivatives with respect to xi are denoted as follow:
@
@xi
 ⌘ @i ⌘  ,i. (A.32)
Hence we have introduced the shortened form  ,i. In Cartesian coordinates, the
derivatives given above are known as the components of the gradient vector r .
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Coordinate transformation of a gradient vector of a scalar field  . It can
be shown that the components of the gradient vector transform as a one form:
 ,i0 = ⇤
i
i0 ,i. (A.33)
On the other hand, we can express the gradient of the function  with its one-form
basis,
r =  ,i!i. (A.34)
Furthermore, the one-form notation,  ,i, is more adopted to represent gradient
of a vector r than the contravariant form, gij ,j . It is also more intuitive as
d = (r )idxi.
Derivatives of a vector field. Generalising from scalar field, the derivatives of













However, it can be seen that they contain the derivative of the vector bases. In Carte-
sian coordinates these derivatives are zero since the vector bases are independent of
coordinate position. But, in general, they are not equal to zero. As an example, the






e  =  ˆ. (A.36)
In the need to describe the second term of Eq. (A.35), the Christoﬀel symbols,




The Christoﬀel symbols  kji can be thought as the k -th component of the derivative
of ej with respect to xi. And since  kji contains three indices, there are 27 Christoﬀel
































ej ⌘ V j ;iej , (A.39)










and we can coclude that V j ;i is a tensor. Technically, we call V j ;i the covariant
derivative of V. The semi-colon indicates that the derivatives of vector bases are
taken into account. If the coordinate grid or the vector bases components are spec-
ified, we can write the generic expression rV in term of tensor component V j ;i
according to
rV = V j ;iej ⌦ !i. (A.41)
A.1.7 Divergence, curl, and laplacian
We would like to familiarize with several derivative operations generalized to
tensor: divergence, curl, and laplacian. The first example is a divergence of a vector
field V, which we denote as usual by r ·V , is a scalar field obtained by contracting
the two indices on the covariant derivative tensor rV:
r ·V = riV i = V i;i. (A.42)




r ·V = V i,i +  ijiV j ,
= V i,i +
1
2




















Our second derivative operator from vector calculus is the curl, noted r⇥ V . It
can be expressed using the Levi-Civita tensor; it is defined as
r⇥V = ✏ijkVk;jei. (A.44)
This expression can be further simplified considering @iV = V j ;i =
 





r⇥V = ✏ijk@j (Vkei) = ✏ijkVk,jei. (A.45)
The Laplacian is an operation involving a double covariant derivative. Multiple
covariant derivatives are denoted in a coordinate-free manner by successive appli-
cation of the symbol r :thus rrV denotes the covariant derivative of rV. The
components of rrV are denoted by V i;j;k = rkrjV i, and the second covariant
derivative is evaluated in terms of the Christoﬀel symbols.
The Laplacian operation is defined by taking two covariant derivatives and then
contracting the resulting tensor on the two indices produced by the diﬀerentiations.
Consider the simplest case, the Laplacian of a scalar field  is a scalar field
expressed as









Some mathematical techniques for
transformation optics
B.1 Transformation of coordinates bases for simulation
purposes: example with cylindrical cloak
We take the result in subsection 2.2, that the matrix of permittivity " reads
" = "r eˆr ⌦ eˆr + "✓ eˆ✓ ⌦ eˆ✓ + "z eˆz ⌦ eˆz, (B.1)
















r . We found that
("r, "✓, "z) are not only the eigenvalues of permittivity tensor but also the principle
values of permittivity matrix in radial, azimuthal, and vertical (or z ) directions.
In order to perform simulation, we need to provide the expression of permittivity
















Furthermore, for TE modes, only "z, µr and µ✓ matters. We obtain in Cartesian

























B.2 Ray tracing in transformation media
Schurig et al. provided method for performing geometric ray tracing for inhomo-
geneous and anisotropic material satisfying impedance matched condition [?]. The
physical parameter for dynamics of ray is electric permittivity, ", and magnetic per-
meability, µ, whereby " = µ. They assume plane wave solutions with slowly varying
coeﬃcients, appropriate for the geometric limit








is the impedance of free space such that E0 and H0 have the same
units, and k0 = !/c such that k is dimensionless.
The electric field and auxilary magnetic field satisfy Maxwell equation, whereby
r⇥E =  @B
@t
, r⇥H = @D
@t
. (B.5)
B is magnetic field and B = µ0µH. D is electric displacement vector and D =
"0"E. Using Fourier transform, we obtain
k ⇥E0   µH0 = 0 , k ⇥H0 + "E0 = 0. (B.6)
These two equations lead us to relation (by eliminating H0)
k ⇥  µ 1 (k ⇥E0) + "E0 = 0. (B.7)
B.3 Maxwell’s equations for EM-field propagation



















=  gi0j0✏j0k0l0gl0m0✏m0o0n0En0,o0,k0 . (B.9)
By knowing ✏ijk =
p
 p







































Notes on optical conformal
mapping approaches
The relation between a line element in the sphere and that in the physical space
is given by




(conformal mapping) , (C.1)
where n is the refractive index. To facilitate the calculation, let us define ⇠ = x+ iy
such that















to obtain the line element in physical space




d✓2 + sin2 ✓d 2
 
=
dX2 + dY 2 + dZ2 
2 sin2 ✓2
 2 . (C.3)
Hence, the refractive index n can be deduced





x2 + y2 + a2
. (C.4)
A device with the index profile given by Eq. (C.4) is known as Maxwell Fish






D.1 Some calculation remarks for bipolar coordinates





















The mapping from physical space to the two virtual space in Ref. [42] can be most




cosh ⌧   cos  , y =
a sin 
cosh ⌧   cos  . (D.2)
Recall relations8<:cosh (i ) = cos ,sinh (i ) = i sin , and
8<:cos (i↵) = cosh↵,sin (i↵) = i sinh↵, (D.3)
we can show that
⇠ = x+ iy = a
sinh ⌧ + i sin 
cosh ⌧   cos  = ia
sin    sin i⌧









































At the branch cut, where the sphere and the plane touch, the x00 line represents


















z =   cot ✓2/
 












1 + cot ✓2
 2   cot2 ✓2
2 cot ✓2
 
1 + cot ✓2
  = 1 + 2 cot ✓2
2 cot ✓2
 





tan ✓2 + 2
2
 
1 + cot ✓2
  .
(D.8)


























⌘2   ✓1  ⇣x00a ⌘2◆ cos  ;
y = a
sin 




























= 21+cosh ⌧ .













= 2 cosh ⌧(cosh ⌧ 1)
cosh2 ⌧ 1 =
2 cosh ⌧
cosh ⌧+1 .
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